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ltANKF(ORT, Ky. tAP) — It's two
Ii wn and one to go for the administraon in the 1980 legislative session.
A minerals tax bill and road bonding
rlt,tisure cleared the House and went to
:ht Senate Monday, while Gov. John Y.
tt-own's forces planned another push
day on workmen's compensation
evision.
The proposed 4.5 percent- severance
<1‘ On all minerals extracted in Ken.ky was approved 64-31.
The-15111 failed to get the necessary 51
.ates last Friday, despite the success
earlier that day of the 9 percent state
gasoline tax.
But it was revived and approved in
,
bills.
Responding to a colleague's imitation

today's index
CONTRIBUTION — The Women of the Moose of the Loyal Order of the Moose, Murray Lodge No. 2011, recently
presented a check for SSO to the Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center. Pictured, front row,left to
right. are Pat Holt teacher at the center students John Phillips, Ardalis Martin and Darrell Watkins; and WOM
senior regent Lil Cooper. From left, back row,are Fran Osmus,WOM recorder students Ruby Gill, Patty Thompson
and Jean Edwards; Jane Blair, WOM treasurer; and Beverly Green, student aide at the center.
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Team Competes Against 50 Others In Denver

MSU Debaters Win Nationals
Murray State University's fourmember debate team has won a
national championship.
The team, coached by Bob Valentine,

1

an instructor in speech and theatre at
the university, finished first among 50
colleges and university teams competing this past weekend in the national

Thousands Sign Petition
Asking Mike Gottfried To
Reconsi e His Resignation
A regiona
ort designed to influence Murray State Racer football coach
Mike G ried to reconsider his plans to resign the post picked up a-head of
ste
onday.
petition being circulated by a group of interested individuals had been
signed by over 4,000 supporters after only six hours Monday. The majority of
those signatures came from the local community primirly exclasive of the
student population at Murray State.
Several hundred more signatures were reported on petitions being circulated in Paducah,Benton,Calvert City, Fulton and other areas throughout
the Jackson Purchase.
Total signatures on the petitions are expected to number 6-7,000 by late
this afternoon.
Petitions are also being circulated on the MSU campusand the rest of the
community is still being canvassed today.
The petitions are expected to be presented to Gottfried ata Meeting at 7:30
tonight in the "ready room" adjacent to the Racer dressing room on the
lower level of Stewart Stadium.
The petition says: i.
"We do greatly appreciate what you have done and the success that you
have brought to MSU and Murray and sincerely desire and hope that you will
stay at MSLPand continue the successful program.
"You and your family have been an asset to our community. You have
been a tremendous ambassador for MSU. Please Reconsider! We want and
need you at MSU.
Gottfried announced Friday that he plans to accept an offer from Tony
Mason, head coach at the University of Arizona, to return to that school as
offensive coordinator. Gottfried held that position under Mason prior to accepting thelob as head coach at Murray in December of 1977 and was also an
assistant under Mason at Ciecinnatti.
In only two years, Gottfried produced an Ohio Valley Championship for
Murray State, the first since 1951, and took the team to the Division I-AA
post-season playoffs.
___The_aninnopement F.riilay.thathepJ.e4to resign sent a shock wave rippling through the university, the local community and throughout the
Jackson Purchase.
The petition supporters have invited everyone interested in trying to persuade Gottfried to reconsider his decision to attend tonight's meeting at
Stewart Stadium. —
'They also reported that anyone interested in adding their Signature to the
petition could do so at either local bank or at any one of several business
firms in the corngiunity.
"The message we want toget to Mike," one of the supporters said,"is that
this community loves him, he has accomplished great things with MSU's
football program. But more than that, Mike Gottfried, as an individual,is an
asset to Murray State, the local ctimmunity and the total West Kentucky
region."

conference of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau
Kappa Alpha in Denver, Colo.
The university's affirmative team,
made up of Randy Hutchens, a junior
from Murray, and Mike Soltys, a junior
from Ballard County, finished in first
place, while the negative team, composed of Russell Walker, a senior from
Ashland, and Keith Brown, a senior
from Shepherdsville, finished second in
their competitions.
Together, their aggregate scores
gave the Murrayarts the convention's
national championship, scoring 10 wins
against two losses in the contests. The
two-man division was won by Wayne
State University of Detroit, while - the
University of Illinois had eight wins and
four losses in the four-man competition.
In addition, Walker, a physics major
and a presidential scholar at Murray
State won the individual championship
at the conference after finishing first in
both the impromptu speaking and the
extemporaneous speaking competitions
In the individual contests. He also
finished fourth in the persuasion and
oratory competition and fifth in. informative speaking.
In the other individual competitions:
Brown finished fifth in imprinnptu
speaking and fourth in extemporaneous
speaking.
Tim Butterbaugh, a sophomore from
Wickliffe, and Merilee Hughes, a freshman from Thompsonville, ilL, were
fourth in the duo interpretation contest.
Tim Reding, a senior from
Elizabethtown, was fifth, and Miss
Hughes, seventh, in the after-dinner
speaking competition. Reding also
finished sixth in the impromptu
speaking.
- And, Yvette Payne, a sophomore
from Belknap, M.,finished ninth in the
persuasion and oratory contest.
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partial clearing
Partial clearing tonight. Lows
in the low 30s. Partly sunny
Wednesday. Highs in the low 50s.
Extended Forecast
Partly cloudy most sections
Thursday. Chance of rain Friday
continuing Saturday. Overnight
to s in the low 30s Thursday rising to near 40 by Saturday. Highs
in the low to mid 50s north to
around 60 southeast.
LAKE LEVEL
'
Lake Barkley

133 5

Calloway County
Spelling Bee Set
Saturday Morning
The Calloway County Spelling Bee
will be held at 9 a.m. Saturday, March
n, at the Calloway County Middle
School.
Participating in the contest will be
students from Calloway County Middle
School, Murray Middle School, Southwest Elementary, North Elementary,
and East Elementary. There will be a
winner from grades sixth, seventh and
eighth.
The Murray Theaters are donating
$100 for prizes to the winners. The
champion speller will participate in the
Mid-South Spelling Bee in Memphis.
The public is invited to attend according to a school spokesman.

A grant totalling $91,325-for financial
assistance to conduct technical
assistance-energy
conservation
measures has been awarded to the
Calloway County Board of Education,
superintffident Jack Rose told board
members in a special meeting Monday.
Rose said the grant will be used for
renovation of the high school. The
federal share of the approved budget of
the grant totals $52,421 and the nonfederal share is $38,904.
Confirmation of the grant was received March 21 in a letter from Louis F.
Centofanti, regional representative of
the Department of Enelgy,Rosesaiii. In other business, decision on a request made to the state Department of
Education for two additional snow bank
days will be made Tuesday, April 15,

Rose said. He sidded he was notified of
the matter by Lee Tyler, division of
pupil personnel, attendance and accounting.
Several new textbooks were adopted
for grades 1-8. Rose said a civics book
was approved for the eighth grade with
the possibility of it being added to the
curriculum.
Open house at the new middle school
will be held from 1 p.m. to 4 Sunday,
March 30, Rose said. No formal
ceremonies will held. Tours will be conducted and refreshments will be served.
•
The board members scheduled •
another special meeting at 4:30 p.m.
April 3. Rose said items on'the agenda
will include review of bus garage bids
and personnel..

of a train, signifying the railroading"'
of administration legislatien, House
Majority Leader Bobby Richardson, DGlasgow,quipped: "All aboard."
The proposed new tax excludes coal
and oil, already taxed, and one half the
receipts would be returned to the coun'ties where the minerals are extracted.
• - Another keystone of Brown's
highway renovation plan was passed by
the House 60-26 after a temporary set,.Jack earlier in the day.
That bill authorizes the administration to issue up to $300 million in bonds
the next two fiscal years for long-term
construction and renovation of
highways.
Cou led with the extra money expected from the change in e gas
from a fixed rate to a percentage of the
price per gallon, the bonding proposal
is designed to provide enough financing
in the next biennium to upgrade Kentucky's road system. -

At first, the road bond measure was
approved 46-36 without debate and
seemingly passed — until an opponent .
pointed out that it carries an anticipated debt and needs a constitutional majority Of at least 51 votes.
House Speaker William Kenton, DLexington, conferred with colleagues
and then ruled that was the case.
But there really was no problem of
support, and the Toad bond - measure
was approved comfortably less than
two hours later.
The proposec changes in workmen's
compensation were another matter.
With 59 proposed amendments dragging behind it, the massive bill was
wheeled into place Monday for one of
e ma
The key move was by the sponsor,
Rep. Lloyd Clapp, D-Wingo, who called
the measure a compromise that would
See BILLS,
Page 10,Col. 7

Local Chamber Seats
Five New Directors
Five new members of the board of
directors of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce have been
elected to three-year termtfollowing a
10-day balloting.
The new directors are: David
Graham, owner of Scott Drugs; Ron
Christopher, commonwealth's attorney; Stuart Poston, administrator of
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital;
Dan Miller, real estate developer; and
Dr. Bill Wilson, partner in Radiology
Associates.
The five were seated on the board at a
regular meeting Monday. The meeting
also included the five retiring directors
and the full board.
"It is a pleasure to welcome these
new members to the board of directors," Walt Apperson, president of'the

. chamber, said. "I am sure that they
will bring new ideas and new enthusiasm to our program of work."
The five retiring directors are: Jimmy Ford,owner of Wallis Drug; Max B.
Hurt, owner of Happy Acres Farms;
Grayson McClure, owner of Happy
Holiday Travel; Glenn Doran, chairman of the board of Peoples Bank; and
Leonard Vaughn, owner' of Murray
Fabrics Inc. These directors have served the past three years and were ineligible to succeed themselves.
The 10 holdovers on the board are:
Apperson, president; Paul Kiesow, vice
president; Dr. Marshall Gordon,
secretary; Buford Hurt, treasurer; E.
J. Haverstock; Jack Benton; Sammy
Joe Parker; Holmes Ellis; James E.
Garrison; and Larry Hurt.

Cunningham Will Not
Run Against Hubbard
Commonwealth's Attorney Bill Cunningham, who had been mentioned as a
possible candidate for the First Congressional seat now held by U.S. Rep.
Carroll Hubbard, ended speculation
Monday when he announced that he will
not run for the post.
Cunningham, of Eddyville, said at a
press conference there that he felt his
duties as prosecutor in the 56th Judicial
District were so demanding that it
would prevent a campaign now for the
May 27 Democratic Primary.
Hubbard still has Democratic opposition in Clara Humphrey of Murray, an
English teacher at Murray High School
who announced that she had filed her
candidacy papers last week. Mrs. Humrffirey will be Hubbard's first opposition
since he defeated incumbent Frank
Albert Stubblefield of Murray-in 1974.
WS!Humphrey plans to take a leave
of absence from her teaching duties

beginning April 14 and said she will
campaign in all the counties of the First
District.
Kenneth Rains of Hopkinsville,an opthalmic assistant, has also indicated
that he may run. However, he has not
filed as yet and has said he possibly
would withdraw from the race in support of Hubbard. Rains, a native of
Williamsburg, moved to Hopkinsville
six years ago.
Hubbard, who said he welcomed opposition, plans to be in the district during the Easter recess from April 4
through April 14. He says he plans to
run on his record.
At the press conference, Cunningham, who managed the First Congressional District campaign for his
brother-in-law, Richard Lewis, in the
1979 lieutenant governor's race, did not
rule out a candidacy in 1982. He said he
would not endorse any -candidate including Hubbard.

Farmers, interested Citizens
Fill Up With Project information

Department Of Energy Awards
Grant To County School System

asp&
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PRE-SCHOOL SCREENING — Pam Harwood of the Calloway County
School System checks Dwayne BurtoA4 _progress as he colors a picture
during the pre-school screening program continuing today and Wednesday in Rooms 226 and 228 of Roy Stewart Stadium. Dwayne is the son
of Mr.and Mrs. Kerry Burton of Hardin. Sponsored jointly by the Murray Independent and Calloway tounty School Systems in cooperation with the
West Kentucky Educational Cooperative, the screening gives parents advice on how well _their child is likely to perform in school and what
procedures the might use to better insure his success. Parents of childrerr
who teiltbe 3 years Old by SepT-1„-T980, who wish more information may
call 753-9510 between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m.through Wednesday.
Staff Photo 11 Debbie si Ire

stock, Kennedy said. He added this
It could help the country. It could help
could involve 'a major portion of the
the community. It could lower gas
Community in the project.
prices. It could even eliminate some the
Kennedy also commented that the cogas shortage. It is an ethanol distillaop has been turned down for, federal
tion plant.
grants in the past and none are exThese aspects, and others, regarding
pected in the future. He stressed no
a proposed plant in the eight-county
.
foreign funding would be used. in the
Jackson Purchase area were discussed
construction.
at a public meeting Monday night in the
A down payment of about.-111 percelit
Calloway County Courthouse.
wOuld get the project underway, KenDon Kennedy,,general manager of
nedy said.
the American Farmers' Marketing
On the site, a 15-day supply of ethanol
Cooperative,told the 30 farmers and inand of grain will be stored. Corn siWtif
terested citzens in attendance that the
•
the primary prOduct used, 'Kennecl
plant would produce 5 million gallons of
said, but any crop that grinds also could
anhydrous ethanol alcohol per year. He
added the plant- WoUld 'be built 'so that - be uselt- • The co-op, formed by several Kenanother 5 million gallop per year facilitucky and Tennessee farmers, has a
ty could be joined to it.
Mayfield office, 213 N. 7th St. in the
The 5 million gallon plant would
Reed Building, that can bet contacted
feature one distillation tower with a
for more information on the co-op and
smaller anhydrous tower aext to it. A
the proposed plant.
lot 250 yards square would be needed
- .7-,Wr,E. Parrish. a Mayfield real estate
for the facility, Kennedy said.
agent,' urged those in attendance to
, Location of the plant; in either
"put your money where yoar mouth is"
Calloway, Marshall, Graves, Mcby investing in the project and felling
Cracken, Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle or
neighbors about it.
Ballard Coenties; will be decided from
Forrest Burchard, a Graves County
reports of a finalized feasibility study,
farmer Ind agri-businesSmari, said a
currently-being formulated by co-op ofsimilar meeting recently was held in
ficials, Kennedy added. He'said the
Mayfieldwith favorable results. He ad- 4.
study also will determine total cost to
fled_ another meeting--eoneerning
build the distillation plant.
plant and the co-op will be held Mon- •
Money to build the plant will be raisday, March 31,in Clinton.
ed by selling preferred and common

Tuesday, March 25
Auction by the local chapter
of Alpha Epsilon Rho, national
honorary broadcasting society, will start at 7:30 p.m. on
MSU TV 11
Great Paducah Chanter of
Parents Without Partners will
meet at Burger Queen, Lone
Oak. at 6:30 p.in, for a Dutch
treat meal.
Surburban Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Prentice Dunn at 7 p.m.

Wednesday. March 2i
Two Day conference on
Science and Faith will be today and tomorrow in the
Blackburn Science Building,
Murray State University. A
senunar will be at 3 p.m. and a
general program for students
will be at 7:30 pin. For information call 753-3531.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center.
Craft Club will meet at 1 p.m.,
lunch will be served at 11:45
a.m., and Blood Pressure
Check will be at 12:15 p.m.

Taw Phi Lambda Sorority of
the Woodmenof the World will
Annual spring salad buffet
meet at .the home of Donna
card party of the Carden
Garland at 7 p.m.
Department of the Murray
Murray TOPS take off Woman's Club will be held at
po,unds sensibly Club will 12 noon at the club house.
meet at 7 p.m. at the Calloway Tickets are $3.50 each.
County Health Center.
Thursday,March
Murray Chapter No. 92
Carter Elementary School
—Parent-Teacher Association Royal Arch Masons will meet
will meet at 7 p.m. at the at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
school. Science fair awards This will be the annual inspection by the Grand Chapter
will be presented.
officer and all Royal Arch
Calloway County High Masons are urged to attend.
School will have parentThe Murray High School
teacher conferences.from 3 to
Band is scheduled to present a
concert a p.m. in I e ve
Auditorium, Murray State
Ilniversity
Murray State
Lady Racers will play tennis University.
with Southeast Missouri State
Support Group meeting for
at 1 p.m.at the MSU courts.
SID, sudden death syndrome,
Bible Journaling Group of will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
First Christian Church will Health Center. Any person.
meet at the home of Corinne who has lost a child through:I
McNutt. 1405 Main Street, at 7 SID, accident or illness is enp.m.
couraged to attend.

r

Iliss I icki Lynn (Jim!nit
IlnIndird
—In it'iI Jerrv
he en a ement and a roaching marriage of Miss Vicki
Lynn Chadwick, daughter of Mrs. •'
. c . 'urray
and the late T. G. Chadwick, to Jerry Dale Maynard,son Of
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Maynard,also of Murray,has been announced.
Miss'Chadwick is a 1978 graduate of Murray High School
and attended Murray State University. Sbe is presently
employed at McDonald's and the Murray Theatres.
Mr. Maynard is a 1974 graduate of Murray High School. He
is presently employed by Murray State University.
The wedding vows will be read on Friday, May 2, at 7 p.m.
at the Memorial Baptist Church, Murray. A reception will
follow in the fellowship hall of the cfiurch.
All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to attend
the wedding and the reception.

Mrs.
- Stabler Gives
Program At Alice
Waters Meeting

General board of the Christian Women's Fellowship of
the First Christian Church will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
church library.

Golden Age Club will have a
-potluck luncheon at 12 noon at
the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church. A
film from the Calloway Public
Library will be shown.

Dorcas Sunday School Class
of the First Baptist Church
Wranglers Riding Club is
will meet at 6 p.m; at Sirloin scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
Stockade.
the Calloway County Court
Life and Learning course in House.
Microwave Cooking will begin
Greater Paducah Chapter of
at 7 p.m. in Department of
Home Economics, Murray Parents Without Partners will
State, with Dr. Mary Conover have a discussion on "Acceptance Facing Reality- at 8
as instructor.
League of Women Voters p.m. at the home of Nell Lacy,
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in coun- Saxony Mobile Court, near
cil room of the Murray City Lone Oak. For information
call 1-554-5670.
Hall.

-Called To Be Prophets"
was the subject of the lesson
presented by Mrs. Anna
Stahler at the March 11th
meeting of the Alice Waters
,
1 i :05,9.30
Circle of the First United
LI
American Dream
..
Becomes• Lot e Story
Methodist Church Women
") ,I 'A4 F h
-1.7.
,
i
. ..
Ir 0,1‘11 th.F I. INF:
held at the Stahler home.
Mrs. Stahler presented .the
program using F-2-crer eggs
with scripture verses inside
showing that words are not
always what they seem. The
Recital by a faculty piano Murray Senior Citizens will
group also sang several
trio will start at 8:15 p.m. at have activities from10 a.m. to
hymns.
Richard Gere
the Farrell Recital Hall, Fine 3 p.m. at the Ellis Community
The chairman, Mrs. Euva
Arts Center, Murray State Center with devotion at 10:05
Alexander,
presided.
It
was
American
a.m., monthly clean-up at
University.
announced that the UMW
Gigolo
10:30 a.m., lunch at noon, and
voted at the general meeting
Dr. Ernest L. Boyer, table games and own hanto spend $500 of the bazaar
Carnegie Foundation and diwork at 12:30 p.m.
receipts on Reelfoot
former
U. S. Commissioner of
whatever
the
Kindergarten or
Education will deliver the first Meals for the Nutrition Promission needs.
Harry M. Sparks Distinguish- gram for the Elderly will be
Mrs. Irma La Follette said
ed Lecture at 7:30 p.m. in the served at 12 noon at the
the District Retreat will be
Student Center Auditorium, Doklas Center.
held April 10 and 11 at
Murray State University. This
Lakeshore. The group voted to
is free and open to the public.
Activities for the Hazel
serve the dinner for the
Senior Citizens will be held
Methodist Men's meeting in
Mission group of Memorial from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
May.
Baptist
Church will meet at 7 Hazel Center with lunch servFifteen members and two
the home of Connie ed at 11:45 a.m.
p.m.
at
guests were present. Mrs.
Karen Hussung as
with
White
Thelma Stockton is a new
speaker.
Disabled
American
member.
Veterans
Chapter
and AuxSeventh
the
Class
of
Singles
Teeing
will
be
The April
held at the.home of Mrs. Hazel and _Poplar Church of Christ iliary are scheduled to meet at
Crenshaw with Mrs. Eloise will meet at 7 p.m. at the 7 p.m. at the Legion Hall,
South SUM and Maple Streets,
church building.
King as program leader.
Murray.
Wednetday;March 26
Ladies day luncheon will be
Zeta Department, Murray
served at noon at the Murray Woman's Club, will meet at
Country Club with Kathy Mat- 7:.30 p.m. at the club house
tis as chairman of the with Joe Tom Erwin as
hostesses. Bridge will be at speaker.
9:30 a.m. with Kitty Freeman
and Sadie West as hostesses.
Workshop and lecture by
NOAH F. GARLAND'S name ran ih
Walter Hylick, ceramicist
the Delinquent Tax List in error.
Dr. Joan Maupiri will teach from BereiCollge, will hold a
a
class on Consumer Educa- workshop from 8:30 a.m. to 3
for
this
oversight.
We are sorry
tion at 10 a.m. at the Douglas p.m. and a lecture at7:30 p.m.
Center. Lunch will be served in Room 423, Fine Arts Center,
at 12 noon.
Murray State University. For
information call 762-3784.
Murray State University
Racer baseball team will play
Murray State University
Akron at 2 p.m. at Reagan Racer baseball team witiplay
Field, MSU.
the University of Akron at 1
p.m. and Brown University at
Free income tax preparaEnix interiors
3 p.m.at Reagan Field, MSU.
tion and assistance will be provided to the elderly, lower inSenior bassoon recital by
come persons, and students of Jane Harold, Paducah is
the community in Rooms 405 _scheduled at 7 p.m. at the Farand 228 of Stewart Stadium," rell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Murray State University, Center, Murray State
Come In And Talk To
Univerfrom 1:30 to 4:30p.m.
sity.
Our Profes,sional Consultant
At,

FRAME SHOP
FULL CUSTOM

Intercollegiate rodeo, sponsored by MS Intercollegiate
Rodeo Club will open at 7:30
p.m. at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center. Admission is $3 adults,
$2 students, and $1, children 6
to 12.
•'What is the Color of the
Wide, Wide World?" will be
presented at the MurrayState
University Theatre at 8 p.m.
Admission will be $3 adults,
$1.50 children, or by season
ticket.
Exhibit in drawing by
Richard J. Mjos will open at
the Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University, and will go through April
9.

YOUTH ART MONTH Stacey Smith, left, and Terry Cavitt arrange works by Murray
High School art students which are on display at the Calloway County Public Library
during March. The exhibit is changed each week, according to Betty Scott, MRS art
teacher.
"Photo by Kaye Peebles

Support Group
Meet Thursday
The Support Group meeting for SID, sudden death syndrome, will be held Thursday, March 27, at 7:30 p.m. at the
ray.
Any person who has lost a child through SID, accident, or
illness is encouraged to attend, said Lillian Robertson,
GLPN, at the center. For information persons may call the
renter,753-3381 or 753-3345.

(Mau
gig
By Abigail Van Buren

Sunday Sex
Is No Sin
DEAR ABBY: MAGGIE IN MANHATTAN, a happily
married woman, wrote to say that tier husband wants to
make love on Sunday morning before mass, but she feels
guilty goinjyto mass right after having had sex.
She asked you what was wrong with her, and you said,
Your problem is rooted in the notion that sex is sinful. You
grew up believing it. and even though you're married and
there is no reason to feel guilty, you're stillprogrammeel to
equate sex with sin."
To a Catholic, who knows that the marital embrace is
blessed by God, your Freudian prejudices appear ludicrous
in this connection: MAGGIE'S guilt is obviously associated
with the traditional eucharistic fast.
l'ntil Vatican Council II. Catholics who wished to receive
ommunion were required to abstain from eating and
drinking from midnight preceding mass, though now it is
reduced to one hour.
Although there is nothing immoral about food, we do not
partake of it immediately preceding mass and communion.
It is thus logical that Maggie feela she should abstain from
all other pleasures, including sex.
IL,NDERSTANDING IN ANN ARBOR
DEAR ABBY: You should have told MAGGIE to ask her
husband to control himself for an hour or two on Sunday
morning. After all, there are six other days, plus whatever
time is left after they get hack from church-on Sunday.
J. IN MEDINA. OHIO
DEAR J.: MAGGIE knows her husband better than
you or I. (P.S. You've got to shoot the ducks while
they're flying.)
DEAR ABBY: You erroneously assumed that MAGGIE'S
guilt lay in some deep-seated equation of sex with sin.
Please reconsider.
The problem is more spiritual than sexual. Recognizing
the likelihood of distraction from worship that the thrill-of
the sex might provide, St. Paul advised:
."Do not refuse these isexuali rights to each other. The
only exception to this rule would be the agreement of both
husband arid wife to refrain from the rights of marriage for'
a limited time, so that you can give yourselves more
completely to worship" ii Corinthians 7:5, The Living
Bible).
The solution for MAGGIE might be to tell her husband
that she loves to bask in the afterglow of their lovemaking,
but she would be better able to do so when the demands of
worship to God would not present a conflict emotionally.
IMPERIAL VALLEY M.D.
DEAR ABBY: With regard to MAGGIE IN MANHATTAN: I went to the Irish priest of ouriittle church some time
ago and asked him the same question,"Is it all rightto have
sex before mass?""
With a twinkle in his eye and a lilt in hiaalight brogue, he
answered, "I suppose it's all right if you're married and
don't block the aisle."
Do you feel left out? There are secrets in developing
the art of-makineyoureelf popular. You're never too
young or to old to learn. Get Abby's booklet:"How To
Be Popular; You're Never Too Young or Too Old."
Send $1 with a long, self-addressed, stamped (28
cents) envelope to Abby, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif. 90212.

-The ideas gained by men
before they are 25 are practically the only ideas they
11 have in their Lives
William James
WEST
EAST
Declarer played today's •
10 8 5 2
*7 4 3
puzzler with old ideas. As *lit 9 6 5
•J 7 3 2
far as he was concerned. •Q
•10 8 7 6
thece was only one way to 46 4 3
•K 7
take out insurance on the
SOUTI11
diamonds. The hidden fact
•K Q 9
•A Q
was that his precautions
•A 9 4 2
would not protect him
•J 1098
against his fears....
Vulnerable None
Declarer won West .s
heart 410 with his queen it-i0 South The bidding
ran the:club jack for a losing finesse East knocked
out declarer's last 1 heart
stop and now declarer could
ill afford to lose another
trick.
Declarer cashed his black the singleton-queen appears.
suit winners and it was time dummy's king wins.
Next; dummy's jack is
to play the diamonds for no
losers. The diamond ace was cashed and then a finesse
cashed and, when West's becomes available against
singleton queen appeared. it East's known diamond 10.
Insurance may be a great
was not good news East's
10 of diamonds was now a idea But first one must be
sure stop and the slam was certain of what he' wants
insured.
down one trick.
Let's look closer at that
diamond suit. pe.clarer
thought that by cashing the
diamond ace ,first he was
guardifig against losing
dummy's jack to a singleton
queen A partial truth and
his play would have been
correct, had he needed only
three quick diamond tricks.
Needing all four diamond
ANSWER: Two hearts
tricks, the precaution of
cashing the 'ace first was Should play safer in two
folly -- had. East dropped a hearts than in one no trump
Using non-forcing Stayman.
singleton queen...West would one can
try two clubs, intendhave had a sure diamond ing to pass two
of either
trick anyway
major and to bid two hearts
So the only "insurance'
nnn.forerngi over two
available was to guard dilmonds
against a. singleton queen
with West' T.,o make the
send bridge yuesherts ii, The Aces
slam, declarer Should have i' Rex 12:163 Dallas Texas 75225
self addressed stamped ere.elope
led a low diamond to itit,rti.1,
.dummy,intending to finesse
if West played low When

bRiCkfTEST ONE IN [)TENT'
Shiny patent reflects like a
mirror Cushy comfort line fit
lots of toe and grow room
Black
.
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HEALTH

Your Individual
Horoscope

He can't build muscles

^

Lawrence L.Lamb,M.D.
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DEAR DR LAMB - I'm a
16-year-old male, I'm 5 feet 7
and weigh 140 pounds, About
a year ago I went on a barbell
exercise program and have
been exercising regularly for
about an hour on Mondays_
Wednesdays and Friiays. My
problem is that I cannot build
;muscle Also I'm trying to lose
some weight and cannot
succeed I thought it might be
due to an inadequate diet but I
wasn't sure. I eat mostly carbohydrates'and I try to eat a
correct diet but it doesn't
seem to help. Can you give me
any advice'. ,
DEAR READER -- The
twe most important aspects
of building muscle are the
type of exercises and manner
• in which you do them and the
kind of diet that you eat.
You should be able to develop muscles on an exercise
program three days a week
provided it's. properly
designed The right exercises,
of course. are strength exercises. which include barbells
or any of the other devices
available in many health
'clubs and gymnasiums that
you can use to contract the
• muscles against resistance
- Some enthusiasts do too
much exercise when they're
-5Exercise does use calories
and the individual who—Pis
doing weight training to
develop arm muscles and then
spends an excessive amount
of time running may burn up
the calories that he needs to
help build-the muscles.
I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 5-4. Weight
Training for Energy and
Weight Control. It will give
you some helpful information
on the types of exercise programs needed and how . the
diet influences your progress.
Other readers who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it. Send your
request to me, in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551.
Radio City Station, New York,
NY 10019-. Regardihg your diet, it
should be planned in---sueh-a
way to give you at least 100
grams of good quality protein
a day during the time that
you're trying to grow muscles.
It also should contain enough
calories so that you won't use
up that prctein simply as fuel.
A reasonable amount of the

protein ought to be available
for new muscle building.
That does not mean that
you need a lot of protein supplements or special foods that
are sometimes advocated.
You .can get that amount of
good quality protein from
lean red meat, poultry or fish
And you can also get a lot of
good protein from good fortified skim milk.
I presume that when you
say you want to lose weight
that you mean you want to get
rid of some excess fat that's in
places where you don't want
it The calories from that fat
can be used as a source of
energy. The fat itself can't be

Miss Susan Campbell,
Bride-elect, Honored
At Prenoptial Events
Several prenuptial events
have been given in honor of
Miss Susan Campbell, March
28th bride-elect of Sam Underwood. -Parents of the couple
are Mr. and Mrs. Cliff CampBeautortrt er1;111
wood.
The home of Mrs. Cletus
Colson was the scene of a coffee held with Mrs. Colson,
Mrs. Tommy Ernstberger,
Mrs. Chester Thomas, and
Mrs. John Sammons as
hostesses. Centering the decorated
which
from
table
refreshments were served
was a ceramic pot filled with
silk flowers which was given
to the honoree as a gift by the
hostesses. They also
presented her a fry baby as a
gift.
About 25 persons were pre-

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Edward 0. Housden of
Hazel has been dismissed
from Lourdes.. Hospital,
Paducah.

WO.

•
-7for the price of one!
very /4ednesday Sight
our complete chopped beef
steak dinner is specially priced
at I Dinners for the price of 1..
only 1.414,12
.a great value worth
going overboard for.
-,Lbc iguston

C.-re a P attU
US 641 Korth - Murray, Ky.

beWil.hrS
Sin VILLAGE-

*if*
Afizzo
Dodo

converted to protein but since
the fat will be used for energy, it spares the protein in
your diet, making the protein
available for building
muscles.
While you're trying to build
your muscles if you eat
enough calories it's certainly
all right for you to develop
other exercise programs as
well. In fact, I usually favor a
well-rounded exercise program that includes strength
exercises, flexibility exercises
and endurance exercises. That
way not only will you develop
good muscles but you'll develop a good heart and lungs and
a healthy, flexible body.

sent.
Mrs. Coffield Vance opened
her home for a household
shower. Other hostesses were
Mrs. Frances Paschall, Mrs.
Edna Vance,and Mrs. Margie
Vance.
The honoree opened - her
many gifts and games were
played. She was presented a
silk flower arrangement as a
special gift.
Refreshments were served
from an appointed table.
Cindy Hesteis and Kim
Hooper entertained with 'a
household shower at the
Hesteis' home. Guests were
co-employees of the honoree
at Hardie's.
Gifts were presented to the
honoree and refreshments
were served.
The Fellowship Hall of the
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
was the scene of a shower with
Mrs. Mary Hopson, Mrs.
Datha Outland, Mrs. Ruby
Fannin,and Mrs. Bobbie Cook
as hostesses.
The honoree was presented
with many gifts including the
five piece place setting of her
chosen pattern of china by the
hostesses.
Refreshments were served
from the decorated table,
Kim Hooper, Jane Ann
Turner,and Lisa Wallin entertained with a personal shower
held at the Community Room
of the Federal Savings and
Loan, Seventh and Main
Streets, Murray.
The honoree opened her
many.gifts and refreshments
were served.
The'Baptist Young Women
of the Poplar Spring Church
held a White Bible Ceremony
on Sunday evening, March 23,
at the church.
Lucretia Thompson was in
charge of the program and
presented the bride-elect with
a white Bible. Speakers were
Mary Rose Bynum,Fran Garrison,and Diane Rose.
A solo was sung by Freida
Adams, who along with
Paulette Borders sang a duet.
The closing prayer was by the
pastor, the Rev. Ronnie
Adams.

FOR WEDNESDAY,MARCH 26, 1980
Murray Assembly No. 19
What kind of day will Make sure that your ambition Order of the Rainbow for Girls
tomorrow be? To find out what is not causing you to neglect a met Tuesday, March 19, at 7
the stars say, read the close one. Evening favors p.m. at the lodge hall with
forecast given for ybur birtW creative interests.
Michelle Cook as worthy adSign.
visor and Barbara Windsor as
ARIES
YOU BORN TODAY are mother advisor.
Mar. 21 to Apr.
tikely to meet with success in
Members present were
Work requirements may
any creative area. Literature, Lana Lasater, Vickey
conflict with recreational
poetry, Weatherford, Angie Thweatt,'
playwrighting,
interests. Don't let the
sculpture and painting are Clarisa Thorn, Trisha Clark,
practicalities of life dampen
fields in which you'd find Missy George, Tina George,
your spirit.
happiness. Often you're Kelly DeWitt, and Cindy
TAURUS
attracted to the business end
I Apr. 20 to May 20) 11-3di ? of show business and would DeWitt.
Adults present were Sue
No time for fantasy in
succeed as an art dealer or Thweatt, Barbara Windsor,.
romance. Be realistic. Accept
times,
At
theatrical producer.
and Dee DeWitt.
others' shortcomings.
you do not finish what you
The next meeting will be
Evening may bring an
start, and in youth you're
held
Tuesday, April 1, at 7
introduction to a creative
before
liable to experiment
type.
p.m. at the lodge hall.
settling on a career.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
to
reconcile
How
relationship needs with the
realities of living together is a
concern now. Don't be
disillusioned by human
frailty.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 72)
A reorientation of thinking
Iliss Julie Lynn II illiams
rday be required. You could
and Tern- 110n I anci,
worry yourself sick over
trifles. Deal with the now and
Mr. and Mrs. Louie William.s. Sr., of New Concord anforget imagined fears.
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
LEO
youngest daughter, Ju4- trot, to Terry Don Vance, son of
(July 23 to Aug. 22)4244g
Mr. and Mrs.Edwin Vance of Murray Route 4.
Some lack of confidence
The bride-elect, a 1979 graduate of Calloway County High
possible now. Perhaps, you
School,is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Charley
expect too much of yourself.
Williams of Thomasville, Ga., and of Mr. and Mrs. W. P.
Murray, Ky.
Face facts re finances and
Hamby of Fredonia.
entertainment.
The groom-elect, a 1976 graduate of Calloway County High
VIRGO
School, is presently employed by K;:q -Mart Auto Market. He
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 72) nri)i.
is the grandson of the late Mr.and Mrs. Clancy Vance and the
You're inclined to worry too
late Mr.and Mrs. Commodore Orr.
much now. Don't let
The double ring ceremony will be solemnized on Friday,
introspection deteriorate into
April 25, at 7 p.m. at the Sinking Spring Baptist Church with
negativity. Be understanding
Ed Davis officiating. A reception will follow in the fellowship
of kin, esp those who are
elderly.
hall of the church.
LIBRA
Only out of town-Mvitations will be sent. All friends and
(Sept. 23 to
relatives are invited to attend the ceremony and the recepResponsibilities interfere
tion.
with the need for tellowship.
Don't try to escape realities.
Be ready to help if needed.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Keeping up with the Joneses
Modest 'Jeffrey was guest re reshments to 16 members could prove costly. Be
speaker'at the meeting of the and two guests, Mrs. Lane and realistic about finances. Some
Faith Doran Circle of the First Mrs. Jeffrey.
difficulty in launching a
United Methodist Church
career project, but creativity
Women held Tuesday, March
high.
11,at 2 p.m. at the church.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
' Mrs. Jeffrey 'spoke on the
Grandiose aspirations may
subject, "Facing Difhave to be grounded. Higherficulties." She closed her proMrs. Clinton Rowlett ups may seem hard-boiled.
gram with a poem,"I Prayed
Today" by .Grace Noel presented a review of a Stick to the tasks at hand, and
—thildren's book, Miss Minerva give your utmost.
Crowell.
The program leader, Mrs. and William Greenhill by CAPRICORN
Calista Clanton, introduced Frances Boyd Calhoun at the (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Othes may not live in
meeting of the Delta Depart-Mrs:Jeffrey.
your
with
accordance
Mrs. Robert Smith, chair- ment of the Murray Woman's
principles. You'll have to live
Club
held
Tuesday,
March
4,
man, presided. The group
and let live. Don't be swayed
voted io continue the monthly at the club house.
dubious propositions.
Due to illness the scheduled by
support of the Kentucky
AQUARIUS
speaker, Dr. Harold
Methodist Children's Home.
s4,
-r
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Miss Audie Green presented Eversmeyer, was unable to atIf someone seems hard to
a memorial service for two tend.
with our New & Exciting
get,it could be that they're not
The chairman, Mrs. Matt sincerely interested. Spruce
deceased members, Mrs. F.
E. Crawford and Mrs. Robbie Sparkman, presided.
up living arrangements with
Hostesses for the social hour. an imaginative touch.
Harrison. •
The hostesses—Mrs. Jessie were Mrs. Helen Bennett, Mrs PISCFS
Robinson, Mrs. Connie Jones, George Hart, Mrs.Thage Udd- (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
and Mrs. E. W. Riley—served berg;and Miss Vanda Gibson.
Don't let work get you down.
only9
9
1
0

19)

140-

It is with _pleasure to announce that Leah Workman
bride-elect of Bill Steeves
has also chosen decorating
accessories at
The Treasure House of Gifts

Oct. n)

Modest Jeffrey Speaks kt Faith
Doran Circle Meet 11(.1(1. Church

met,

Mrs. Rowlett Is
Speaker At. Delta
Department Meet

*Duo-Image Portrait

BABIES, CHILDREN, ADULTS plus family groups
Your choice A"Duo-Image" or regular 8x10 portrait
•This professional Duo -" Image" portrait is the most fascinating way to capture ditferent facial expressions on one
portrait.
• Limit: One per subject, two per family.• Additional
portraits available in all sizes and backgrounds at our
reasonable prices.• Persons under 18 must be accompanied by parent or guardian. • Completely-finished
portraits delivered at store.• Groups: $1.25 each additional subject.
4 Days Only
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.

BIRTHDAY PARTY — A -party for all Senior Citizens having birthdays in March Was
held Wednesday-, March 19, at the Nutrition Program for the Elderly at the Douglas
- Center. Pictured, left to right, back row, Eugene Scott, not visible, Phil Piazza, barely
visible, Flossie Snow, Seth Cooper,011ie lames, second row, Mary Foy, Marian Richardson, Loma Will is, Lela i's4cCuiston, 14 Falwell, front row, Nadine Pice, Thelma
Bagwell and Nola Chrisman.
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Janice Graham Is
Hostess For Meet
Nortliside B. W.
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Janice Graham opened her
home for the meeting of the
Northside Baptist
"Women held Monday, March
3, at 7 , p.m.- With Jean
Hamilton, - • president.
presiding.
"We Cannot Keep From-Telling" was the theme of the
program presented with Judy
Jones as leader. Each
member took part in the program..
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Graham. Also present
were Mary Ann McCuiston
and Ann Salmon.
Tbe group also met March4 foretihcheon at the home of
Judy Jones. The- program for
the Week'of Prayer for Home
Missions was presented.

March 26-29
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-8777

Murray, Ky.

Always friendly, professional service.

Complete Close-Out Sale
House Of Thousands
Begins Thurs. March 27

1 2 Price
Everything In Store /

s

'All Knit & Crochet Yarns (Brunswick & Columbus)
'Pattern Books For Every Type Needlework
•Latch Hook Rugs & Yarn
•Needlepoints & Embroideries
*Cross Stitch Tobleabtfies it Quilts
•DMC Embroidery & Crochet Threads
•F II Lin- Access•rie F•r
I k --•1-w•r

All Must Go At % Price
h

Meadows-Murray,Ky.
ouse Of Thousands Fox

753-3855
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:Looking Back ,
10 Yeats Ago
Lightning struck a barn an the farm
of Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Eaker, south of
Lynn Grove, last night during an,eleetrical storm. Only some hay was in the
cattle and hay barn which was
destroyed.
Bob Spann, a participant in the
Speakers Bureau of Murray High
School, addressed, the Murray Lions
Club, last night on "I Believe In
America." He is the son of Mr. and Mrs
Guy Spann.
Deaths reported include Rufus
Saunders,77.
Harry LeeWaterfield, 1932 graduate
of Murray State College, twice Lt.
Governor of Kentucky, and now an insurance executive, will bethe featured
speaker at the Murray State Alumni
Banquet on May 30.
/.
Pat Ryan, Georgia Furgerson, Anne
Winter, Jayda Stuart, Mark Etherten,
Marilyn Simons, Don Lampkiris, Wade
Outland, Ray Smith, Joe Poole, Nancy
Mathis, Pat Jacks Jill Shroat, Mark
Tinsley, Suzanne Jones, and Bill
Pinkston are members of the cast of the
junior play, "Cheaper By The Dozen,"
to be presented March 27 at Murray
High School.

An AP News Analysis
By EVANS WITT
Associated Press Writer

Jr ashington Toda;-

Reagan Reaches Out
To Middle America
WASHINGTON 1AP
— Ronald
Reagan, long the torchbearer for the
right wing of the Republican Party, is
reaching out to the Americans in the
middle: the middle-income, the
moderates and the independents.
It's these Americans who make up
the majorities that elect presidents.
Some of these Americans are voting
for Reagan in the early primaries. That.
could be trouble for President Carter or
any Democratic presidential candidate
in the fall electione
This is particularly good news for
Reagan. whom the doubters have said
is too Conservative to be elected in
November. Up to and including
Reagan's 1976 nernisis — thenPresident Gerald R. Ford — the
doubters. have said he is not :•elec- table."
Last week, in Illinois. Reagan drew
on broad support that went beyond his
rv ive base.
Forty-one percent of the people who
said they are moderates voted for
Reagan in the GOP primary. Forty-five
percent voted for Rep. John Anderson
and 11 percent for George Bush, an
Associated Press-NBC News poll of
GOP-voters found.
•
While Reagan didn't get a majority of
that group, he did better than many expected — particularly better than
Anderson and Bush had expected and
hoped he would.
Among middle-income voters,
Reagan did even better.
In Illinois, the AP-NBC News poll
found 51 percent of those with incomes

I•Ag7.-ee Or Not

from $15,000 to $35,000 a year said they
backed the former California governor.
Anderson got 36 percent of their votes
and Bush only 10 percent.
In this year of high inflation and ever
higher taxes, this group in the middle
will be crucial to any candidate's hopes.
Of course, Reagan is piling up these
margins among voters in the
Republican primaries. Democrats
vote, too,in the general election.
The voters in the GOP primaries tend
to be more conservative and a bit older
than the usual general voters. Su
Reagan's showings among groups in
the GOP primaries will not necessarily
translate into similar margins among
those groups in the general ejection.
In the November votinethough, one
group will be the key — the independents.
Anderson encouraged them to come
vote for him in the GOP primaries, and
he did well among that rou .
But Reagan received some significant support fronithese people who are
neither the-hard Republicans nor committed Democratic Party faithful.
Forty-seven percent of the independents cast their ballots for Anderson in Illinois, but 40 percent voted for
Reagan. Not a majority, but a good
showing for a Ilan who has been identified for so longyith the conservative
side of the political fence.
That was about the same level of independent support that Reagan got
from independents in New Hampshire
and Florida, two of his other major
primary victories thus far.

By M. C. Garrott

•

a.

Has Left Racer Fans Hopping Mad
Some of the 500 or so Murray State
basketball fans who followed the
Racers to Champaign a couple weeks
back for the NIT game with the
University of Illinois are still srnarting
from the shoddy hospitality they
received from the Illinois officials.
About 135 or so had gone up in
chartered buses 77 counting the
cheerleader and pep band bus. The only
person who was half-way cordial to
them, they say, was the parking attendant who arranged for an excellent,
convenient place for the buses to be
parked right at the arena.
It was 5:30 in the afternoon when they
arrived after a six-hour, 350 mile trip,
the last 40 or so over icy, hazardous

fleRAFFITIF

FRANKFORT —
While the
legislature is struggling toward a
dramatic but predictable finish with the
governor winning his tax program,
there are some mundane but imPortant
affairs that ought to be discussed for
the future of the commonwealth.
One of the problems that never seems
to go away is the question of what to do
with the governor's mansion? Every
four years repair work is done, and
every four years the new governor's
wife wants to change it...from different
furniture to painting the woodwork and
walls and putting new art on the walls.
Each new first lady seems to want to
leave her mark on the mansion.
First off, the governor's mansion is
the property of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky (the taxpayers). It is
provided as the temporary home of the
governor for the brief four-year period
he is here.
---jheoretically, this is the reason there
,
are statutory provisions for a Mansion
Committee to look after maintenance
and improvements. This is supposed to
provide a continuing program to keep
the mansion as a stable showpiece as
the temporary home of governors.
In effect,the committee doesn't seem
to work that way. The Finance
Department seems to listen to the
governors or their wives in making
improvements and furnishing the
mansion.
The first floor of the mansion is public
and visitors come and go on designated
days of the week. Living quarters for
the governor and his family are upstairs. The upstairs is private.
Thus, logically, it would seem that
the committee would have full say as to
what happens in the way of furnishings,
maintenance, repair and art on the
lower floor.
It would seem logical that the furniture on the lower floor should be the
finest that reflects some of the history
and the romance of Kentucky. In other
words, the lower floor of the mansion
should be a real showpiece.
Let the governor's family do
whatever it wants in the way of furnishings, painting, remodeling within,
reason, in the upstairs living quarters,
for this is really their home for four
years.
The mansion is part of the history of
Kentucky, and it should remain so, not
justa changing place of-residence to be
redone at the will of the temporary
resident.
The new budget appropriates one
million seven hundred thousand dollars
for repair and refurbishing the mansion. A big amount is spent every four
years.
It is true that the electrical systems
needs to be completely new, and the
plumbing should be modernized. The
limestone outer structure is solid.
Maintenance and refurbishing is what
is needed.
A•continuing committee should have
charge of taking care of the mansion's
maintenance and furnishings' of the
lower floor.
Kentuckians could be encouraged to
contribute funds to obtain the unique
-

The Murray State College Symphony
Band and the Brass Choir, directed by
Prof. Paul Shahan, presented a concert
last night as a part of the Festival of
Contem rary Arts, sponsored by the
Fine Arts Department, Murray tale.
The Rev. Dr. John C. Huffman,
pastor of the First Baptist Church,
Mayfield, will be the speaker at the
revival services at the Salem Baptist
Church, Lynn Grove, March 30 to April
2, atcording to the pastor, the Rev.
William R. Whitlow.
John H. Parker, James W. Parker,
and Carlos Jones of Parker Motors,
Murray, will be presented Ford Motor
Company's 300-500 Club Award honoring ,high-tanking Ford dealership car
and truck salesmen of-1959 at the Ford
Sales Distributors' District Banquet to
be held April 2 at the Brown Hotel,
Louisville.
The MurraYAnights beat Hugg the
Druggist, Beardsley Chevrolet beat
Farmington, Farity Farm beat Hardin,
and Story Construction beat Triangle
Insulation in games of the Atomic
Valley Independent Basketball League
Tournament played at the Carr Health
Building, Murray State College.
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Garrott's Galley

roads and, Qu-ough a near blizzard.
support,he went back to the Minds AD
They passed at least six semi-trailer
with the word: "Okay, Mr. AD. No
rigs and as many or more cars off in the
Murray pep band at the game; no
ditches.
Murray team on the floor."
It was bitter cold outside, but they
Apparently, the very thought of such
found the doors to Assembly Hall closed
a problem going out over the television
to them until 6 p.m. No amount of
network which was to carry the game
pleading with the gate attendants could
caused the Illinois people to relent.
prevail upon them to admit the
They admitted the Murray 'xi
Murrayans so they could at least get in
;
. band,
but located it, however, the greatest
out of the cold.
distance possible from the knot of
Finally, at 6 p.m., the doors opened
By S.C. Van Curon
Murray fans high up in one end of the
and our friends found themselves the
hall.
first into the awesome and tiered arena
+++
where the Fighting Ilini play basketball
"I've never seen as many
and where the Illinois students ice
cheerleaders in my life," one Murray
skate, hold track meets, go to circuses
fan said of the Illinois cheering squad:
and do all kinds of indoor stuff like that.
"They must have had 50 of them and
+++
the way they took up the entire floor at
Half frozen after 30 minutes in
every opportunity, rudely crowding out
driving snow and chilling wind, they
furniture and art Work telling the
the 10 or so from Murray, was abwere in a foul enough mood when they
Training of census enumerators,who
history of Kentucky in an elegant and
solutely outrageous.
finally got in, but when they clinibed to
will conduct the 1950 census in Calloway
proper manner.
"Also," he went on. "sitting in the
their seats — high up against the roof in
County will begin March 27, according
There was an idea advanced during
lower levels were what must have been
one end of the arena — they were fit to
to James M. Lassiter, crew leader for
Gov. Julian Carroll's administration to
their 'super'fans, because they were all
be tied.
this county. He said 21 enumerators will
build a wrought iron fence around the
dressed in orange colors and rose like a
Assembly Hall seats 16,153, so the
be involved in the city and county cenmansion as a security measure. Other
wave every time the cheerleaders
Illinois sports information fellow told
sus.
ideas of landscaping were advanced.
would
round around the floor. It was a
me several days before the game, but
An estimated 2,000 high school
Then,there is the matter of airplanes
sight to beheld!"
13,000 of those seats had been first of_
seniors
and their sponsors were here
and their usage for the governors.
Murray
The
:
fans
fered to and apparently purchased by
were angered even
yesterday for High School Day at MurPlanes always seem to bring political
more at the sight of four Illinois
the regular season-ticket holders.
ray State College. The representatives
discussions and criticism. But this is
students repeatedly running around one
There were tickets for much better
100 high schools composed the
of
another story.
of the upper levels bearing an obseats sold at the door for $4.00 than the
largest crowd that the annual affair has
Planes should also be available for
noxious, bed-sheet-size sign asking,
ones they had sent to Murray and sold
ever drawn.
the governor and should be under the
"Murray who?" As insulting as that
at $5.50. Some of the Murray students
Robert Miller will be speaker at the
-charge of a special office that sees
was,
it
was
equally
ironic
that
each
was
experienced no difficulty whatsoever in
annual
alumni banquet to be held. by
there is no abuse of the privileges, but
wearing a T-shirt with the words,
buying tickets in the better sections
Hazel High School on April 8 at the
to see that the governor has the
"Illinois!
We've
Got
Style!"
brazened
after arriving at the arena.
Hazel School.
necessary transportation when needed.
acrOss the fronts.
The bulk of the Murray fans,
Charles Houston was. named Scout++±
however, having purchased their
.4.a....•-•-•-•-•+•-•44-+-+-4+444-4-4-4-4•4444-•-+-44-+-4-.+444-A-••-•-••-•••-•••
mister
of Boy Scout Troop .90, sponWhen
the
Racers were in their pretickets back in Murray were so high up
sored by the College Presbyterian
game warrnup, the unruly Illinois
in the stands and far from the playing
Church. Members of the Scout commitstudents crowded onto the floor beneath
floor they actually looked down on the
_320
,•
tee for the church are W. D.
the Murray goal to such an extent the
clock and the scoreboard. Wow! They
Aeschbacher, Monroe Holmes, B. F.
Murray players could only stand and
..were mad!
Scherffilis, 0. A. Adams, and W. R.
watch. They formed a tape, much the
+++
Jones.
same as Murray students &fit:Stewart
At about this same time, quite a
"Heard reports today _that crappie
Stadium fdrthe football games, for the
drama was unfolding elsewhere in the
are
biting in earnest. Many fisherman
Illinois
players
to
run
through
Dorothy
By
when
and Kerby Jennings
caverns beneath the hall when the
are making plans to try their luck over
they were ready to come on the floor.
Minois athletic director at first refused
co„,,,,.,
the weekend," from the column,"Seen
All the while, the Murray players,
to admit the Murray State pep band into
•
•4-•-•4-4+++++++++++4+++++4-•-•-•-•44-f••
•
•
•
•
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Heard Around Murray" by James C.
jammed
in among the Illinois students,
the place. Certainly not, he decreed,
Williams.
During the year 1952, Felix Holt, aut4or, announced
could
only
stand
and
nervously
watch.
were they going to be permitted in
from his
The post-game consensus among the
home in Buck's County, Pennsylvania, he had sold the
without tickets, and much less to be
movie rights
infuriated
Murray fans was that the
permitted to make music at the game.
for his book, "The Gabriel Horn," to Bert Lancaster
. Lancaster
Racers should have gone ahead with
Big
rules,
10
he
said,
permitted
only
a
produced "The Kentuckian," from the script which had.
For they that are after the flesh do
their practice shots, barreling through
for its story
pep band for the home team, none for
background the cotint• uf• Calloway, first instance
mind
the things of the flesh, but they
the
student
horde
like howling balls —
in 'which this
the visiting team, and they had theirs,
that are after the Spirit, the things of
county had been recognized for such an honor. Later
but,
being
t
gentlemen
they
are,
they
pieces
123
strong, on the floor ready to
Felix conSpirit. — Romans 8:5.
didn't.
fided that he had received only a small financial
blare it out.
return for the
+++
This
didn't
On what does your mind dwell; the
sit
well
with Dr. Marshall
color-movie rights.
So angry are the Murray fans, they
Gordon, Murray's vice-president for
world of the flesh or the world of the
have drafted a lette'r of protest to be
The appearance of the colorful column- "Remembe
university services and who rides herd
Spirit? Remember you will reap
r?" in the
sent along with as many signatures as
an the athletic program. First, he
what you sow.
Murray Democrat was beginning to show wear and
tear age from
they can muster, to NIT officials and
called the NIT director, Sure, Murray
the esteemed Boyd Wear by its irregular appearanc
with copies to everyone from the
es. But not
could have a pep band at the game, he
before Uncle Bud reminded this post of an oversight
president of the University of llllnois on
was told, and so he informed the Illinois
when he failed
down.
to record the explosion at the Wear Gravel Pit just
athletic director.
south of Murray,
By The Associated Press
If you were in the group that went to
That still didn't cut any ice with the
during or just after the construction of the railroad
through Calloway
'Today is Tuesday, March 25, the 841k,,
Champaig
n,
if
you
witnessed
the
host
AD,
so
Dr. Gordon went a step
County in 1890. Constriction shack that housed,
day of 1980. There are 721 days left.i9
the dynamite,
shabby treatment given not only the
further. After explaining the situation
fuses and caps were stored, also was used as
the year.
fans but also the Racer players up there
the gathering place
to Coach Ron Greene and getting his
Today's highlight in history:
for gravel laborers before and after shifts. Six
and if you want to have your name on
men were inside
On March 25, 1634, British colonists
that letter, you can sign it at Scott's
the shanty when the charge of unknown origin blew
the men to
under Lord Baltimore first reached
Drugs on Chestnut. The fellows who
bits and severely injuring an addition half dozen
Maryland.
men
outside the
worked it up will appreciate your
,
building. One of the injured served as janitor
On this date:
for the Murray railsupport.
way station and park custodian fur- 30 years,
Murray who? The very idea!
In 1947, a coal mine explosion in Cenably performing his
daily tasks despite the loss of one eye in the
tralia, Ill., killed Ill miners.
huge blast. Frank
By Ken Wolf
In 1969, Pakistan's President Ayub
Harding was one of.the last surviving members
Mirrray Ledger & Times
of.the gravel crew.,
Masy modern statesmen could
.
.
Khan turned poCfer over to the military
according to UncleBud, who also pointed out that
LISPS 30S-7101
benefit from listinliitto-thts advice to
the hole of water
aft& eleveni years of
Publisher
Walter I. Apperson
at Walnut Street and North 5th was used as
officials, given by the K'ang Hsi
Editor
a baptismal fount for
R. Gene McCutcheon
Ten years ago, the nation's major
The
Murray
Ledger Ii Timms is published
Emperor of China in the late seventhe First Christian Church, about one-half
block west of the point
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christcommercial banks reduced their prime
'century
:
teenth
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
where Pud Diggs was legally hanged for
guerrilla crimes.
lending rates from 8z percent to 8 perMirray N.
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sincere in your administration,
Another writer who found his niche in the art
Murray,Ky.4307I.
of creative writFive years ago during a palace recepSUBSCRIPTION RATIN. In area* serxed by
don't stir up too much trouble, and
ing during 1952 was the young; unforgettable Joe
carriers, $3.00 per month, payable in advance
tion, King Faisal of Saudi Arabia was
Wilson, who wrote
have officials and people love you
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Harunder the pen name of Bijoe, to create the
assassinat
ed by a nephew. The killer
din,
Mayfield,
Sedalia
mother.
"Time-In" column in
That
and
being
Is
Farmington,
good
a
as a
Ky.,and
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear. Tn.. 1122.40 Per
the Murray Democrat. Quill and Scroll,
was declared to be mentally ill.
official.
national writing fraternity,
year By mail to other destinations, 83710 Per
Last year, Egyptian President Anwar
year
recognized his spectacular linage of 10,400
This counsel is characteristic of the
inches of published work
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister
Confucian ethos that pervades much
to name him to the "Big Inch Club." His
Association and Southern Nesegiaper Pubilahers
work appeared in the
Menachem Begin agreed in Washington
Association
\Chinese thought. It is better, Confucius,
high school paper, The Tiger, the Paducah
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Showing Up
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsleatures*
Not very long ago, the lion's
share of the residential-tile
busuiess consisted of supplying
soli d-color, American-made
tiles for fairly unutspired treatments in bathrooms and kitchens around the country
But in recent years, a variety
of factors including affluence,
the importation of more foreign-made tiles and some improvements in American designs have combined to produce
many changes in the residential
tile business A We retailer
characterized the changes in

this way -Five years ago, I
sold tile for a living. Today,
I'm in the design business."
Tiles, especially the patterned, decorative kind, are
now being used in entryways,
sunroorns and iAayroorns as
well as in the kitchens and
bathrooms of American homes.
And a typical We showroom 13
likely to have thousands of dif-'
ferent samples on display.
Naturally, the amount consumers spend on fancy tiles,
some of them Imported from
such countries as Mexico,, Portugal, Italy and Spain, is considerably higher than it was
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MAq4.2,
THIS IIONIE FEATURES A FAMILY ROOM that contains fireplat t• as vvell as sliding glass doors. In the nearby
kitchen. the appointthents art' lined up along one wall and a
look through Is pros ided over the sink The master bedroom
features a large closet as *ill as its own bathroom with
shower Plan ii A l l-t2(i has 1.7).4,5 square feet. For more information write enclosiqi a stamped, self-addressed
em elope to irthit 1tJ- an F ('.aiser. 25600 Telegraph
11,111
MIA PO)14

Get One Free Flair
With Every Breakfast
Entree' And Coupon
Presented At

once upon a time.
-A typical expenditure for
tile for a bathroom is much
higher and it might be up to
$10,000 for the material alone,"
said one tile man.
Although he stands to make
more money on each sale, a
tile retailer selling fashion also
must put more into each sale,
he added. "Today, we spend
many hours working with a
typical customer on desirvi..1
Bo
Both smooth-textured,
ly-colored glazed tiles often
with vivid designst and roughtextured, natural-looking unglazed tiles are popular-nowadays. In some cases, the two
types of tile are combined. Because of the increasing cost of
decorative tile, an important
trend nowadays is the use of
decorative inserts within a
block of solid color tiles. This
achieves unusual effects at
more moderate cost.
Tiles which once cost as little
as $1 or $1.50 a square foot now
run as high as $40 a square
foot. Decorative, hand-painted
Wes may sell by the tile for
prices ranging up to more than
$15 each.
Among major exporters of
We to the United States are
Mexico, Portugal, Italy, France
and, increasingly nowadays,
Germany and Japan.
Knowledgeable
observers
have noticed that each country's tile tends to have a characteristic look. For example,
Mexican tiles, among the most
expensive, are prized for their
highly creative, hand-painted
they are among the more popular tiles in affluent communities.
Portuguese tiles also have the
primitive look and colorful designs for which people are willing to pay top dollar:Italian tiles tend to be more
sophisticated in design. The
Italian tiles frequently feature
elaborate, traditional or modern, geometrical designs or patterns which can be combined to
achieve intricate design effects.
French tiles are especially desirable when brilliant, highly
polished colors are wanted, although their high cost is limiting sales today.
German tiles, which at least
one We expert characterized as
among the most durable and
best quality tiles, may appear
to lack something when it
cornes to creativity of design.
Japanese decorative tiles are
less expensive than the German
imports and increasingly popular.
There are four basic types of
We: norrnal clay bisque, porcelain ceramic, terra cotta and
quarry tile. Porcelain ceramic
and quarry tile are both extremely durable and almost impervious to stains. Other tiles,
such as terra cotta and the
standard clay bisque, are softer. Terra cotta is not suitable
for outdoor Installations in
northern climates.
However, all tile can be used
for interior installation. Provided they are installed correctly, they will provide long
service and durability under
normal conditions, according to
We experts.

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
What's new on the market'
THE PRODUCT — A pocket
wrench set that stores five
socket sizes in its handle.
Manufacturer's claim — That

How Would You
Like Not Getting
Paid On Pay Day???
That's the way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect...
The Carriers Collect

)Froth time to time, Ro3
Harmon will be submittins
short articles for publication
In The Murray Ledger and
Times. He will try to choose a
topic each time that will be of
Interest to both those who are
planning improvement to do
themselves and also for those
who plan to use a contractor.1
This week, as energy cost
continue to rise, I shall discuss
one area of heat and cooling
loss windows. We can by no
means discuss the total
problem associated with such
energy loss but will hit a few
high points.
The greatest loss of heating
and cooling of any building per
square foot of area are the

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — We are about to finish
the attic in our house. The attic
area is large enough for two
rooms and a bathroom. The

Microwave Combination
Oven Is Another Option
For an increasing number of
consumers remodeling their
kitchens and buying a new
range, the Radarange Plus
(TM) microwave combination
oven is the answer. It's also
one more option for the consumer who wants the speed of
microwave.
The .Radarange
Plus
microwave combination oven
provides
consumers
maximum cooking versatility,
offering 3 cooking methods:
microwave, conventional
electric or a combination of
microwave-electric.
The
benefits of browning, broiling
and crisping with this range
are further enhanced by
cooking speed. Cooking timer/
in combination cooking are
typically reduced by 50 per
cent: Some examples include
angel food cake, sugar
cookies, fruit pies and
biscuits.
A major appeal of Amana's
microwave combination oven
is the space saving feature for
today's smaller kitchens. The

the wrench set can be used to
take apart about 80 percent of
the bolted equipment around
the house, from bicycles to
broiler grills to washers and
ironers . that the sockets are
seated securely in a plastic clip
that slips in and out of the
handle. .. that the rachet itself
snaps out for Sierys,slose work
. . . that the sockets are'from 316ths to 5-16ths, the most commonly used sizes . . that the
set weighs only 6 ounces and
can be carried in a pocket,
purse, glove compartment,
briefcase or just hung on a nail
by the ring in the end of the
handle .. . and that the set is
guaranteed forever.
THE PRODUCT — A readymixed tile grout.
Manufacturer's claim — That
this is an acrylic latex grout
for ceramic and mosaic tile.
that it can be applied with a
putty knife, sponge or by hand
and is good for both new work
and regrouting
. that it is
stain and mildew-resistant .
that it becomes waterproof in
only 24 hours . . that, since it
is a latex product, the tools
used with it can be cleaned
with water . . . and that it can
be tinted to match bathroom
decor.
THE PRODUCT — A propane
brazing torch with special properties.
Manufacturer's claim — That
this torch develops an on-target
I rlsIlt ,Iflt I'
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$3.00 ready. If this is impossible tell them when to
come and collect.
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Radarange Plus microwave
combination oven takes up no
more space than a 30-inch
wide range. It has all the
features of a conventional
electric range, plus it actually
°operates as three ovens.
1. Microwave Oven - a full
700 watts of microwave
cooking power gives the
speed, convenience and
energy efficiency of a countertop microwave oven.
• 2. Conventional Electric
Oven - 'with a large selfcleaning oven for conventional
baking and broiling.
3. Microwave Combination
Oven-blends the speed of
microwave cooking with the
browning,
broiling
and
crisping characteristics of
conventional cooking in a self
cleaning, 3.4 cubic foot oven.
The .,Radarange
Plus
Micrew044-conglinatIon Oven
will provide excellent cooking
results*ith any of the cooking
methods and clean up is
completely automatic,

temperature of '2100 degrees
Fahrenheit, whereas most brazing is done at temperatures between 1400 and 1700 degrees . .
that this added concentrated
heat helps to make easier the
job of brazing, a method of
joining two metals together using a'third, a brazing rod . . .
that no oxygen pellets or oxygen gas cylinders are necessary . . . that there are six
models of such torches, three of
which are equipped with automatically adjusting flame regulators . .. and that the torch
can be used for burning off
paint, softening old putty, loosening locked nuts and bolts,
and • repairing many things
around the house.
THE PRODUCT — A phone
mouthpiece for protecting
privacy.
Manufacturer's claim — That
this mouthpiece is screwed into
place in a few seconds . . . that
a visible light glows if anyone
is listening to your conversation
other than the person at the
other end of the line .. . that it
can be used at home, in the office or in a hotel . . . and that
you can tell whether your
phone is being tapped, whether
a switchboard operator is eavesdropping or whether somebody is listening on an extension.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not receided their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3.30 p.m. Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Frigal, Of 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
.Satardays.
department
circulation
A
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper. Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
War business office hours
of Thu Murray Lodger Time are •
Lm. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday and I am. 10 nor, Saturdays,

they large enough to handle the
extra weight?
A. — Generally, when a
house is built with an expansion
attic, as your house appears to
be, the size of the beams conforms with the local building
codes. However, better check
first, as there are variations on
beam sizes and spans based on
house styles and square footage.

windows and doors. At the
same time, they can be the
biggest opportunity for energy
conservation. Windows may
be costing you up to 30 percent
of your heating bill and
possibly 33 percent of your
cooling cost. So lets look for
problem areas and stop them.
We will all be better off.
A window wastes energy in
three ways; infiltration,
conduction and radation. Let's
use as an example a window 36
inches by 60 inches of wood
double hung style. If there is a
one-sixteenth inch crack all
round the window you have
the total through this opening
equal to a 13 square inch hole,
a hole the size of a brick,

through the wall for each such
window. This adds up to quite
a bit loss. So infiltration is the
filtering in or out of heated or
cooled air through cracks,
crevices etc. At a latter time
we will discuss finding some
answers to these problems
Next time, we will look
briefly at the other two
sources of energy loss through
your windows, conduction and
radation.
If you have any questions
regarding a problem with
your building, write in care of
this paper. I will try to give
you a feasable solution.

Q. — Should wood filler be
used on walnut?
A. — Some types of walnut —
those exceptionally opengrained — require the use of a
filler. Most regular walnut
woods even ua y
out under successive coats of
varnish, lacquer or whatever
other clear -finish you use.

Q. — My grandfather used to
get a "natural" pine finish by
using linseed oil. I forget how
he did it, but I remember him
saying it took months to get the
right shade. Do you know anything about such a finish?
A. — I always hesitate to tell
someone about *ood finishing
methods used many years ago.
Some are stW very good, but
remember that your grandfather did not have the benefit
of the wide variety of excellent
finishing material now on the
market. My guess is that he
probably brushed on boiled linseed oil you buy it that way;
don't try, to boil it), waited
about 30 minutes, wiped it off,
rubbed it vigorously and then
waxed it. Using this method, he
then kept the wood for several
months in a location where it
was exposed to light. After a
period of time, the wood developed a warm, golden brown
color.
Q. — I am going to paint the
walls of two rooms with a flat
latex paint, the woodwork with
a gloss enamel. Which should
be painted first?
A. — The woodwork. It is
easier to remove wet latex
splatter and smears from a
dried enamel than to remove
enamel from a dried latex.

•Beautify-Hide Minor Flaws
*Excellent Durability
•Soap-and-Water Cleanup

Q. — What does the tag UL
mean on electric wire?
A. — It stands for Underwriters' Laboratories and
means that the wire meets at
least minimum standards for
quality and safety.

Introducing the range that has

Three Ovensin One!

NI MA Iii tail prepare meals with miiro,wave
speed. 'r with the crispness ot conventional
cooking.. lir with a combination of both. All
from the same range. The Amana Radprange
Plus !‘l'co'wave MthInatiim()ven.

Combination cooking at its best.
Radar.ing.• Plus Oimbinatii n (Ken lets you
broil, hake. or microwave cook—separately of in
ci)mbination. Even full meals are cooked faster
ii)...Mten in /ne-Itiiirth the normal time. And
emit' is Amana teat tires Ii ke:
• A lull 71siwatts4d mien wave cut king puwer
• :IA to. it. sell-cleaning oven
• Eli•gant styling and lighted controls
• Easy-to-use contnil center with digital clock
• Tilt-top CI KIktt kw easy cleaning
• Plus much in it''
The Amana Radarange Plus Combination Oven.
Come in for a demonstration today.
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Coaching Staff Continues Job
Spring PracticePostponed Until Next Monday While Head Coaching Decision Is Being Made
By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
The football coaching staff
at Murray State has postponed
spring practice until next
Monday as a result of Mike
Gottfried's announcement
that he will resign his head
coaching position.
The reaction to Gottfried's
announcment has been one of
disappointment but also one of
knowing that there is still a job
to do — both this spring and
against a rugged schedule
next fall.
-*Nothing has changed in
here," assistant coach Ron
Zook said as he and the rest of
the staff continued to prepare
to meet their .goals. "We're
still going to win the national
championship.
-We want him ;Gottfried) to
stay. He must do what he's got

to do. We're trying to go on as
I feel Coach Gottfried would
want us to go on. We still have
our goal."
"It would be a tremendous
loss for the athletic department," athletic director .
Johnny Reagan said. "He is
not only an outstanding coach:
he is an outstanding individual
and a tremendous leader. His
loss will certainly be felt.
"It's hard to loae a man of
that quality. I don't think I've
ever met a coach about whom
all the comments are positive
— maybe Bear Bryant is one.
"I haven't known a coach to
have the support of so many
and not just of one segment.
He has won the hearts of
everybody."
coordinator
• Defensive
Frank Beameo is being mentioned as one of the prime can-

didates for the job if Gottfried
makes his decision final.
"I feel that he iGottfried is
a fine coach and, more importantly, a great person."
Beamer said. "I am very confident- under Coach Gottfried.
I have done nothing but enjoyed it.
'Aire are great friends. I
have nothing but the utmost
reipect for him. The way he
treats the players, coaches
and people in the community
are a great asset to him. He
treats them right.
"He talks with kids, not
down to them. That's one of
the main reasons for his
recruiting success. He has
been able to converse with
them.
"We are really just continuing (with the weight program
and preparation for spring

practice ) the way we were
before. Heambably did as
great a co
job last year
as Can bfdone.
"It's not be an easy situation
(if Gottfried does not return I.
No matter what happens, the
goal should never change.
Things have to fall right.
"I am a candidate (for a
head coaching vacancy). I
talked with Dr. (Marshall)
Gordon. There is no question
that it (a replacement)should
come from within the
coaching staff.
"The program is on sdlid
footing. The less it's changed,
the better. Change creates
confusion. Problems would
arise for the program to continue. The less change possible would be the best course of
action."
Beamer continued with his
praise of Gottfried.

• - He's the right type person,
in my opinion," Beamer said.
-He had a great deal to do
with my decision to come
here. He is a trite friend of
mine."
Beamer added, that in Gottfried's absence, assistant
coaches Dan Walker and Tommie Liggins had a team
meeting with the players to
explain to them on what
ground the program stood currently. "Basically, we were assuring them about the assistants
here," Walker said, "that no
one had plans to leave. We
gave them a full report and
told them about the possibility
of keeping coach Gottfried
here.
"We have developed a state
of oneness that still exists. We
want coach Gottfried."

FRANK KAMER conferring with a defensive back

Louisville Beats UCLA For NCAA,59-54
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS ( AP) —
Darrell Griffith raced to the
basket. soared high in the air
as afe buzzer sounded and
pounded the backboard
repeatedly with 'both fists,
finishing off his finest moment
with typical flare.
-This makes it all worthwhile," said Griffith, the
All-American guard whose 23
points and poise down the
stretch helped Louisville beat
UCLA 59-54 Monday night for
tieschool's kirst notional
basketball championship.
"This is the one I wanted,"
he added. "Four years ago,
.when I came to Louisville,. I
Said that before I leave we
;would have a championship.
Now I feel I've upheld that
commitment."
It was a commitment he
Shared with Denny Crum, who
took over as coach of the Cardinals nine years ago.
Although his teams won more
than 24 games per season and
were always highly ranked,
they never won the national title.
Justly or not, Crum had
earned a reputation as being
unable to win the big one — a
reputation that was finally
laid to rest Monday night.

"This is the greatest," said
the dapper, 43-year-old Crum,
who served as an assistant at
UCLA before coming to
Louisville. -This is the proudest I've ever been. This
team has been very special to
me because they .worked
harder than any other. At the
end of the game, when the going got tough, they hung in.
there and did what they had to
do to win."
What they did was score the
last nine points of the game,
force mistakes with.pressure
defense and hold UCLA
scoreles:s Tot the final 4:32 to
overcome a 54-50 deficit.
"We missed shots and turned the ball over at crucial
times," said Larry Brown,the
first year coach who brought
UCLA back from an 8-6 start
to within one game of its Ilth
national title. "They converted when they had to and
we got a little out of synch.
With a young team, that happens.
"Losing hurts, and when
you think you can do more as a
coach, it hurtg more. But I'm
so proud of this team and of
being a part of the UCLA
tradition."
That tradition — 10 NCAA
crowns within 12 years under
Coach John Siloden, the last
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in 1975 — was never far below
And they continued to play the be a winner," praised UCLA
which was 36-3.
its Cinderella drive which fell third place.
the surface in this tourna- sticky man-to-man defense Coach Brown.
*LA,which was unranked one game short.
About one-half hour after
ment. It was on Crum's Mind, that had kept them close
and finished 22-10, had beaten
•*We never gave up," said
Purdue, getting 35 points Louisville had won the title,
even at the moment of his throughout the first half.
Old Dominion. DePaul, Ohio from Carroll, beat Iowa 75-58 Crum was called out of a news
Griffith, who was named the
greatest'victor).
After eight lead chariges,! outstanding player iitthe tourState, Clemson and Purdue in in the consolation game fOr" conference' by a' state
"But you can't live in the UCLA was clinging to a 54-50 nament
and
joined
patrolman who told him Presipast," Crum reminded."I felt advantage when Bruins senior Vandeweghe, Foster, McCray
dent Carter was on the phone.
we should have won in 1975,. Kiki Vandeweghe threw up an and Joe Barry Carroll of PurBut when- -the Cardinals'
when we had the best team, air ball on a drive to the due on the all-tournament
Coach got on, the line, he was
but UCLA beat us ;in the basket.
team."When we got down, we
cut off.
semifinals). This was our
That was the break the Car- kept our poise and came back.
It was the only thing that
time."
dinals needed. Griffith,
"I'm real happy for Jerry
went wrong for Denny Crum
And a tough time it was. The doubleteained by UCLA's 2-3 Stringer," he added, referring
Monday night.
game was a tense, hard-fought zone defense, dished the ball to a long-time friend from
You're rewarded because
INDIANAPOLIS I AP )
struggle in which both teams off to Eaves for a 15-footer. Louisville who i stricken with
University, of Louisville somebody else wants you
shot 130orly, at least partially After freshman guard Rod cancer. "We dedicated this •-sbasketball Coach Denny Crum inorethati-where you are. •
because of tenacious defense. Foster, who led UCLA with 16 championship to Jerry. I just
Two years ago, Cruiii signed
knows he's good, and the Car"Neither club led by more than -- -points-and- 54X- steals;-missed--hope itopliftsbim a little..:.!..
_..dinal.sLadyance to the NCAA a new five-year contract to
four points in the first half, on a wild drive to the basket,
--finals has let the whole world •-:coach'al MOUStitle:Rut
It' was the lowest scoring
which ended with UCLA on top Eaves hit on a driving layup to NCAA title game in 23 years,
tracts between coaches and
know it.
28-26.
tie the score.
since North Carolina beat
Crum could become a hot universities prOtect the coach
_. "Both teams were tight,"
Foster missed a long Kansas 54-53 in triple overbasketball property that and not the university.
said Crum."Both had a lot of jumper and Griffith respond- time-. And it was Louisville's
"Good coaches transfer all
schools and pro teams might
young players, and the fact ed with an 18-footer to put first victory over the Bruins in
understandably covet. Would over the country' because they
that the game meant so much Louisville ahead to stay 56-54 four meetings, all in NCAA
Crum listen to offers? Might can make money," Crum said.
put a lot of pressure on them." with 2:21 to play. Two free tournaments.
"I've got two kids in college.
he leave Louisville?
Since Louisville has been a throws by Derek Smith and
-Very possibly, I woold," So if somebody made use an
Louisville, which was rankteam known for its looseness one by Rod McCray. in the, ed second behind DePaul in
offer I couldn't refuse, I'd proCrum said.
all year long, Crum decided to final minute iced the victory.
-•-•
the final Associated Press
Two years ago, when his bably leave.••
shake things up at halftime.
Three UCLA players — Roll, drew a first-round bye,
Even to o to, say, Los
alma mater, UCLA, knocked
"He told us, we were chok- Foster, freshman Michael posted overtime victories over
on his door, Crum politely shut Angeles?
The r•A
A7,
1 yo•,
•
ing," said guard Jerry Eaves. Holton and sophomore Tony Kansas State and Texas A&M
"Conceivably," ('ruin said.
it, preferring not to disrupt his
A 8 E • tql- otato
"He was mad and he had a Anderson
stand
could
years
tried playing and then beat Louisiana State
five
"I
at
Louisville lifestyle.
right to be."
SOGriffith man-to-man, and the and Iowa en route to the final.
Now, the 43-year-old coach about anywhere if it would
The Cardinals, who made Bruins also-employed_ a zone. The Cardinals finished with a
rPe 99( • • .
said in a weekend' interview secure my financial status for
warttet 'eat,.•et,
otacotoec
just 11 of 31 shots in the first Nothing really worked:
33-3 record, the secondwith Louisville Times sports , the rest of my life."
costtog
"
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half, responded by hitting 13 of
"He's a great, great player winningest NCAA champion
Crum
versattitt*
discounted
one
to
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editor Dick Fenton he might
22 after Crum's comments. — the kind you need to have to ever behind 1948 Kentucky,
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leave, givigkop the farm, the posiibility, offered tongue-inthipP, ant trse most any kind
cheek by an -out-of-state
lake,INe Cattle arid the dogs.
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'Not because I'm not happy' reporter, that the University
there. But it seems like the on- of Kentucky, Louisville's
ly way in the coaching cross-state rival at Lexington,
business you can ever achieve Ky.. might someday wish, to
financial security is to go from hire him.
"I'd say it's highly unlikely
one job to another.
116 NORTH 7TH
"You're not rewarded for that they would offer me a job.
By CHARLES WOLFE
eluding several in the Ohio the backcourt. He averaged
MAYFIELD
247.5912
They don't even acknowledge
Associated Press Writer
Valley Conference.
only 18 points, but pulled down loyalty. You're not rewarded
for a good job well done:. our existence,' he said.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Forrest averaged 25.4 points 15 rebounds a game.
Ervin Stepp, who shattered
and 15.5 rebounds in leading
"We think he's probably one
prep scoring records in his'- Moore, 31-3, to a state tourna- - of the best defensive guards in
1474(
h••• •n •
career at tiny Phelps High
ment berth. His coaches said the nation," said his coach,
School, and Manual Forrest, a
he has improved steadily for Iris Kington. "Most of the
dominant center for top- three years and has a proniis- people recruiting him are do
ranked Louisville Moore,head Mg future.
Mg so because of his defense
a powerful group named to
The 5-11'2 Beal, "makes and the type of kid he is. He's a
The Associated Press' boys things happen with the ball," fine person."
all-state basketball team for according to his coach,
Johnson carried on the
1980.
Reynolds Flynn.
Union County tradition set by
Also named to the first team
"He has a knack of seeing his cousin, Larry Johnson,
were Dickie Beal of Covington
theopen man. This is why he's who cocaptained Kentucky's
Holmes, Al Miller of Louisville
been so heavily recruited," 1976-77 team. Kington said his
Ballard and Dennis Johnson of
Flynn said."He plays like he's , young star has narrowed his
Union
CO'unty. Scoring
6-3. He's got a vertical jump of _college choices to Kentucky,
averages of the five totaled
around 40inches and can dunk Tennessee, Io%ra and
145.8 points per game.
the ball forward, backward Mississippi State. 'He added
Stepp, a 6-foot:
.
-2 guard, and
and with either hand."
Johnson is not expected to
This should be the reason for our every action.
Miller, a 6-6 guard-forward,
Beal also can . shoot. He make a final decision until
Most of us go through the motions of the faith into which we
were repeaters from last
averaged 25.6 points and 8.3 after the state tournament.
_
year's first team. Forrest, a 6have been reared. We do this or that because the church has
assists for a Holmes team that
LEXINGTON, Ky.(API — Herr Is‘tbe
6 junior center, was the only
told us to or the other members expect us to.
is tournament bound at 31-2. 1910
Associated Press all-stair boys high
underclassman selected.
Is that what it means to have faith ahd belong to a church'
Beal announced in February school baskrtball team with heights and
At least two votes required for
The second team
family?
would attend DePaul, but classes
•
honorable mention
Dwight Higgs of Owensboro, Flynn said other colleges have
We don'tthink so. The Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)
First Iran)
G—F.rvin Stepp,6-2,Sr, Phelps
Curt Robertson of Oldham
continued recruiting him.
was founded on the principles of individual freedom and diverG—Dlckie Beal,5-i1. Sr,Coy Holmes
County, Ben Franklin of
The 6-6 Miller, who has signsity
in religious thought. Each person is encouragedlo relate
C—Manual Forest,64,Jr, Lou Moore
Oneida Baptist Institute, Gary
F—Al Miller,64,Sr, Lou Ballard
ed a conference letter of intent.
to Jesus Christ in his or her own way.
F—Dennis Johnson,6-2,Sr. Union Co
Carver of Todd County Cenwith
Vanderbilt, was
Each of us has been given unique talents and abilities. The
Snood Team
tral and Dickie Alexander of
hampered by an injured
0—Dwight Higgs,6-4,Sr. Owensboro
church offera-miany and varied opportunities to put them to use •
G—Curt Robertson,84,Sr.Oldham Co
Hazard.
thumb on his shootingliand,
each sees fii. Rutting your,faith to work in your everyday
C--DicirJe Alexander,64,Sr, Hazard
Balloting was by sportbut still managed to average
life the way you understand His teachings is all that matters. '
F—Ben Franklin, 6-4, Jr, Oneida Bapswriters and broadcasters
23.6 points, 811-Tehounds and tist hilt
We welcome you to share this freedom and fellowship with
F--Gary Carver,84,Sr, Todd Co Cenacross Kentucky.
4.6 assists for the Bruins.
us this Sunday.
tral
Stepp was the nation's
"He's an excellent kid to
Hassrable Mention
Jon lAwson, Warren F.ast; Tom
leading prep scorer for the sework with," said Coach Don
Chnley, Lincoln Co. Bryan Tester,
cond straight year. He poured
Salyer, who compared Miller Mercer Co; Jack Preston. Ash Fairin 1,449 points for a Phelps
with Jeff Lamp, a former view! David Layne, Ash Holy Family;
Co; Ricky Wataon,
team that finished 19-10 and
Ballard all-stater who has Randy Cole, Pulaski
Coy Holmes; Elliott Simpson, COY
his 53.2-point average is a nareceived national acclaim at Holmes; Troy McKinley, Independence
Simon Kenton: Greg Stansberry.
tional record. He scored 75
Virginia.
FAgewood Dixie Ms; Robert Lewis,
points in a game against Feds
"Al is only 17," Salyer said. Warren East; Scat
Cavenee, Lea
Creek-and was..Aield" tp_ 37Oire. he gets his mental Catholic; Ronnie Wilson, Lou Moore;
North of the square on Path Street
ChererViarren East; KwrAlliOrmY,
when Elkhorn City eliminated
maturity down, he could be 'lute
meg Hardin; Greg Brooks, Clark Co:.
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister
Phelps frail the 60th District
even better (than Lap)."
Eddie Frye. Franklin Co; Bill Lewis,
Somerset; Kevin . Mullins; Boyd Co;
tournament.
Greg Edwards, Lou Iroquois; Jeff TipHe currently is being wooed
ton, Ashland; Alex Pane, Owensboro
by a number of colleges, inApollo.
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Net'Like Gold' After NCAA Title

Griffith Fulfills Promise
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RACER-HILL TOPPER DAY - The week of Feb. 25-Marth 2 was Ohio Valley Conference Week and Wednesday,
Feb. 27, was Racer-Hilltopper Day in recognition of Murray State University's Racers and the Western Kentucky
Hilltoppers each winning a share of the-1979.498(L OVC basketball championship. Lt. Gov. Martha Lane Collins
issued the proclamation while acting governor in the absence from the state of Gov. John Y. Brown, Ir. She is
shown above presenting the proclamation to the presidents of the two institutions, Murray State University
President Constantine W. Curris on the left and Western Kentucky President Donald Zacharias in the center. The
Hilltoppers went on to win the OVC tournament and played one game in the NCAA championship tournament.
The Racers, invited to play in the National Invitatienal Tournament, defeated Jacksonville and Alabama before
losing 65-63 to the University of Illinois on March 1 3.

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
AP ) INDIANAPOLIS
Darrell Griffith wore a red,
white.arid- blue baseball cap
for a crown and a shredded
basketball qt around his neck
as a royal robe.
"How does the net fee?"
was the first question asked of
the sleek, bearded senior
guard who had just led the
:.olusville-Cardinals to a 59-54
victory Monday night over
UtLA for the NCAA basketAll championship;
•*Like gold," Griffith
replied.
An aide rushed to the dais to
inform Louisville Coach Denny Crum that President
Carter was on the phone, calling from the White House.
"Go ahead, coach," Griffith
said."I will take over."
Indeed he did. He is a
takeover gIfy.
.Hail to the new king of the
college basketball realm,
valedictorian of the class of
'80, headed for a multi-milliondollar career with the pros.
He conforms to the mold in
the highest tradition of past
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By CHUCK MELVIN
progress made at the most re- tative Wayne Garland."But!
AP Sports Writer
cent session last week. It also haven't seen anything new
. SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. ( AP ) appealed to players to open from the owners to indicate
- It's only coincidental, one the baseball season on time that things have improved. It
baseball executive insisted, whether or not an agreement sounds like the owners are just
but major league club owners has been reached.
trying to say the same thing
"Baseball played in 1976 again: 'We've made a concesmeet here today, one day
_ before negotiators resume while_ Still negotiating a new sion, now it's the players
talks aimed at arriving at a basic agreement," Grebey turn.new basic agreement amid a said. "Basketball has done the
The owners made what they
same thing this season and
strike threat by the players.
Ray GeebeY, chief football once went three years described as major concession withdrew
negotiator for the club owners, before a new agreement is last week when they
and Marvin Miller, executive signed. The fans have a right
director of the Players to expect...our season to open
Association, will be meeting on time."
Grebey especially called atfor the first time in Arizona
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)after earlier sessionsin New tention to players' salaries,
A pep rally for the national
York and at the Florida train- which will reach "an
ing sites.
estimated average of $150,000 champion Louisville basketball team had to be called off
The timing of today's for the 1980season."
meeting is coincidental, Gabe
Nonetheless, players from early today because
• Paul, president of the 19 major league teams have thousands of fans wouldn't let
Cleveland Indians said, already voted by a total of 735- the team off the bus.
Shortly after defeating
though he agreed the negotia- 1 to authorize a strike on or
tions will likely be the- major after April 1, and Miller this UCLA 59-54 Monday night at
week is expected get con- Indianapolis, the Cardinals
topic oLthe day.
Grebey issued a news tinued solid support from the boarded the team bus for the
release Monday stating that players of the teams training two hour drive south to
Louisville.
-the process of collective in Arizona.
When they arrived at the
bargaining is working."
Some players met Grebey's
-campus, the streets were litThe statement revealed no statement with skepticism.
tered with thousands of bottles
new or anticipated moves by
"I haven't talked to Marvin ,
the owners, but briefly review- in about a week," said and cans, the street lights
ed what Grebey regarded as Cleveland player represen- were covered with red ban-

their proposal of a salary . Among the major hangups
scale for players with less in the talks now, according to
than six years of service. The Miller, are proposals by the
plan would have given first- owners that would restrict
year players 850,800 a year, players with four years of serranging up to $192,000 for six- vice or less to one year contracts, tightening of salary aryear veterans.
bitration guidelines,and an atHowever, Miller called
tempt by the owners to get
withdrawal of that scale in- players rather than amateur
significant, since he said-the--draft choices as compensation
players never considered it a
for some players who become
serious proposal anyway.
free agents.

Louisville Pep Rally Gets Wild
ners and a bonfire was keeping the crowd warm.
The fans had gone wild.
They danced downtown on
Muhanuned Ali Boulevard
and the blare of car horns
barely could- be heard above
the roar of cheering crowds of
students who celebrated on
campus.
Numerous intersections
were filled with people. At one
location, on the city's west
side, overly
exuberant
celebrants tossed rocks and
bottles at police briefly, but a
police spokesman said order
was quickly restored. There

..4.44•,:>"'")2=4-1Mlearlt,".

were no injuries reported.
When the team bus arrived
on campus the fans crawled
all over it and began banging
on the doors for the Cardinals
to come out.
"It's hard to estimate the
size of the crowd," said Sgt.
Joe Dittman of the Louisville
police. "My guess is about
5,000."
All-America guard Darrell
Griffith and forward Wiley
Brown were able to sneak out
of the back of the bus and were
quickly driven away in a
police car.
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(384-163).
Rounding out the second
ten, following Reagan, are
Jim Williams, Temple (421195); Bill Wilhelm, Clemson
(550-265); Tom Chandler, Texas
; Augie
Garrido, Fullerton StateJ402201); Sal Taormina, Santa
-Clara (502-253); Jack Stallings, Georgia Southern (554289); Danny Litwhiler,
Michigan State (615-3511;
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cent offer, but added,"It's ob- peaceful demonstration is the
viously unacceptable. The most effective means by
President has made his deci- which the world and the
sion."
world's athletes can present
The decision, as he told the this message to the people of
athletes over the weekend, the Soviet Union.
was: "I can't say at this moThe action of boycotting the
ment what other nations will Games must be made by the
not go to the Summer Olym- U.S. Olyiripic Committee..
pics in Moscow. Ours will not That organization's House of
go. I say that not with any Deleeates is to meet in Colequiv&atiOn. The decision has orado Springs, Colo., to make
been made."
the formal decision.
In a formal statement, the
The entry deadline for subCouncil said:"We feel,consis- mitting the names of team
tent with President Carter's membersto the Soviets is May
position, that a visible, 24.

• WASHINGTON (AP)-For
the second time in two months, a proposal by American
athletes to attend the Summer
Olympics but protest the
Soviet military action in
Afghanistan apparently has
been turned down by the White
House.
Membersof the Athletes Advisory Council to the U.S.
Olympic Committee met over
the weekend to word a proposal by which athletes would
compete at Moscow but
boycott
all
formal
ceremonies. The athletes also
would arrive just before their
competition,stay in the Olympic Village or training
facilities throughout, not accept any medals, and leave
immediately after competing.
They also would not go
sightseeing or engage in any
tourist activity.
A White House aide, who requested anonymity, said a
similar proposal had been considered-and rejected -two
months ago. The aide said he
had not studied the more re-
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Paul Nix, Auburn (476-285);
and Ron Oestrike, Eastern
Michigan (433-276).
Murray State senior forward Gary Hooker will be
playing in the Portsmouth Invitational Tournament in
Portsmouth,Va.this week.
The tournament, which is
composed of 64 players, divided into eight-man teams.
begins Wednesday. The teams
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will advance through brackets
with the final two playing for
the championship Saturday.
The field of all-star players
is expected to attract professional basketball scouts from
all the teams in the National
Basketball Association.
Hooker will be featured with
a lineup that includes Brian
Magit of George Washington;
Murray Brown, Florida State:
and Gig Sims, UCLA.
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The Louisville coach, disdaining comparisons, called
Griffith the best player he had
ever coached. Larry Brown,
coach of the beaten UCLA
Bruins, praised Griffith's
remarkable talents and compared him with the former
North Carolina State star,
later a standout pro - David
Thompson.
Guarded relentlessly by a

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
DOWN
ACROSS
1 Priest's vest1 Man's name
ment
5 Formal dance
2 Expire
9 Possesses
12 Unit of Italian 3 Macaw
4 Exaarls
currency
13 Century plant 5 Founded
6 Man's nick14 Snake
name _
15 Animals
7 Base
17 Pronoun
8 Ogling rook
18 Inlet
9 More difficult
-19-Pedal digits
21 Part of fortifi- 10 A Continent
11 Bridge
cation
•
. 16 Child's walk
23 Tattered
20 Continued
27 Pronoun
stories
28 Listened to
29 Land meas- 22 Printer's •

pair of UCLA freshmen.
Michael Holton and Rod
Foster, with occasional help
from another yearling, Darren Daye, Griffith nevertheless tossed in M points to
lead the genie's scoring.
Known as the "Doctor of
Dunk" because of his rare
leaping ability, he converted
most of his field shots from the
outside - the most spectacular of them a one-hander
from the top of the key which
Put the Cardinals ahead 56-54
with 2:19 to play. It broke the
Bruins' heart. They went 412
minutes without scoring.
Griffith's unselfishness is
not confined to the court.
Recently one of his schoolboy
friends, Jerry Stringer, was
found to have cancer in the
late stages.
"I won this one for Jerry,"
Griffith said.
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Murray State Sports In Brief
_Murray State baseball Jim Brock, Arizona State(433coach Johnny Reagan is rank- 106); Richard "Itchy" Jones,
ed Ilth among actives coaches Southern Illinois (381-106);
in winning percentage, accor- Rod DeDeaux, Southern
ding to a report from the California (1015-329); Ron
Southeastern Conference of- Fraser, Miami (Fla.) (584fice.
218); Chuck Brayton,
Reagan has compiled a 503- Washington State (586-220);
.
225 record through 21 years for -Gene-Shell, Tulsa (450-174);,
Enos Sernore, Oklahoma (432-a .691 percentage.
176); Al Ogletree, Pan
The top ten coaches are Cliff American (619-258); and Tom
Gustafson, Texas (522-125); Petroff, Northern Colorado

title for a team-that many feel
has played in the shadow of
the inure celebrated University of Kentucky, chided
newsmen for failing to name
Griffith the college Player of
the Year.
"You guys don't know
basketball," the coach said,
referring to the writers'
choice of DePaul's Mark
Aguirre in The Associated
Press poll.

collegiate greats - an inspirational leader, a ballfaking Houdini, remarkable
shotmaker and a winner.
"When I came to Louisville,
I told everybody I wanted to
be a champion," he said. "I
predicted we would win the
national championship before
I was through. Tonight it all
came true."
Griffith is not a boastful
man. There isn't an ounce of
arrogance in his supple 6-foot4, 190-pound frame. Every
other answer to the barrage of
questions is threaded with the
words:
"I. don't . mean me individually. I mean the team.
All we've accomplished has
been as a team."
He is indeed a jewel.
The 43-year-old Crum,
delighting in the first national
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474 21
Wa.shangtrin
37 41
New Jersey
418 254
33 46
Central Minim
628
x-Auanta
29
San Antoruo
500 10
39
Houston
4D
4817 11
Cleveland
.15 43
14
Indiana
44
4t3 14,7
Detroit
16 63
713 334
81

Western Conference
MII1141561 D111111a00

y-Milwaukee
y4L3nras City
Denver
Chicago
Utah

* 32
45 33
no
28 50
23 55
Pacific Division
z-len Angeles
57 22
y6eadie
53 25
y-Phorrux
52 26
Portland
36 C
San Diego
35 44
Golden State
23 56
x-clinched °hymn title
yclinched playoff berth
Monday's Games

593
.380
359
295

21

772
679
€67
462
443
291

4),
204
34

EVERY rFABRIC

No games scheduled
Tiseaday's Games
Benton at Washingtai
New York at Cleveland
Houston at San Antmoo
Milwaukee at Chicago
Denver at Utah
Phoenix at Seattle
Kansas City at Portia:xi
Wednesday's Games
New York at Boston
Atlanta at Phila(elphw
Indiana at Detroit
San Antorno at Houston
Chicago at Denver
Seattle at Phoemx
Kansas City at Golden State

•Yam.

SALE
ENDS
SAT.
MARCH
29

Transactions
By The Associated Press
COLLEGE
INDIANAPOLIS I API - Darrell Griffith scored 23 points, leading Louisville
to its first NCAA basketball championship with a 59-54 triumph over UCLA.
Two foul shots by Derek Smith in the
last minute nailed down the victory for
the Cardinals and capped a frantic
defensive struggle during which there
were four ties in the second half.
TENNIS
MI[.AN, Italy ( API - Tom Gullikson
upset Victor Pecci of Paraguay 6-3.6-4 in
the brit round of the 6206,000-dollar
Milan leg of a World Championship Tennis tournament.
In other matches, Bill Scanlon downed
Italy's Paolo Bertolucci 6-1, 6-2; Jose
Luis Clerc of Argentina defeated
Australian Phil Dent 7-6, 7-5;
Czechoslovakia's Ivan Lend] whipped
Britain's Rohum Revell 6-1, 6-3; and
Czech Tomas Smid beat -Sbuth.Africa's
Kevin Curren 6-3,6-4.
CAR1SBAD, Calif. (AP) - Topseeded Regina Marsikova of
Czechoslovakia downed Nancy Yeargin
*3, 6-4 in the firstround of a $50,000
Women's(emus tourruirrient
In other matches featuring seeded
players, second-seeded Laura DuPont
was upset by Manta Redondo 6-1, 6-4;

third.seeded Terry Holladay whipped
Lindsay Morse 6-2, 6-4; fourthseeded
Kate Latham downed Julie Harrington
6-1, 6-1: fifthseeded Pam Shrivel*
outlasted Barbara Hallquist 6-7, 6-4,7-6;
sixth-seeded Renee Richards Cornea
Michele Gurdal 6-1.6-3; seventh-seeded
Yvonne Vermaak of South Africa was
upset by Pam Teeguarden 6-4, 6-2. and
eighth-seeded Renate Torruinoya of
Czechoslovakia downed Jane Prey er 6-1,
6-1.
BASEBALL
TAMPA, Fla.(AP)- The Cincinnati
Reds became the 19th major league
baseball club to authorize a stnke
if
necessary - in the Players' Association
fight for a new basic agreement with
club owners.
The player count now stands at 735-1 to
uphold any action by the Players'
Association's Executive Board, which
will meet April 1 in Dallas.
BASKETBALL
NEW YORK (API - Rookie Billy Ray
Bates, whose lastminute heroics sparked three Portland victories, was named
National • Basketball Association', ..
Player of the Week.
,
• - •
Bates, a 6-foot-4guard stictsdPoed with
the Trail Blazers Feb. 21, "scored 69
points in 90 minutes corning off the bench
for Portland

14
OFF ALL
LOUNGE

BOWLING
STERLING HEIGHTS, Mich.(AP)Carmen Salvino averaged 257 for his
first eight games to jump off to a 171-pin
lead over San Zurich after the first round
of the $100,000 PHA national championship.
GENERAL
MIAMI 1 AP - Chris Dill and Chuck
Heddington, two Bowling Green Ohio),
college baseball players, remained in a
hospital in stable and satisfactory condition alter a van carrying 13 players and
an assistant coach to a game collided
with a car and turned over on an ex
pnissway

WEAR &
SLEEP
NEAR

OM.

•••••

.••••
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EVERY YARD
OF FABRIC
IN OUR

STORE
ON

SALE!
NOT ONE
YARD SOLD
AT

REGULAR
PRICE

Exhibition Baseball
Monday's Games
Baltimore 6, Kansas City 3
ChicagoAl5,St Louis (SS I 1
Pittsburgh 6, Toronto 3
New York A)3, Atlanta 2
Boston 12, Cincinnati 8
Montreal 5, Texas 1
New York ( NI,Minnesota 4
Cleveland 6,California 2
San Francisco 3,Oakland 2
Seattle9, Milwaukee 5 •
Chicago iN ) 6, San Diego 5
SC Lows (SSI 11, Detrnitfl

•I

NOT JUST A FEW SELECTED FABRIC
ITEMS ON SALE THAT MAY NOT FIT
YOUR PRESENT NEEDS - WE ARE
SELLING
OUR

EVERY

STORE

YARD OF
AT

114

FABRIC IN
OFF

REGULAR LOW PRICES.

OUR
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2. Notice

6Ti4efp-WanteiDental Assistant experience
helpful but not necessary if ap
plicant it exceptional 32 hour
work week Staring June 1980
Interested applicants send
resume to P 0 Box 32 P
Experienced mechanic Apply
at Murray Muffler and
Automotive Center 7th and
Maple

Special Baby Pictures

CARTER STUDIO
3C-I Mum

753-1329111

BIBLE CALL
Examples of Conversion
- 759-4444 Children's
Story 759-4445.

We Love

Would like to do babysitting in
my home Call 753 0553

Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy 759-4600

1

FOR SALE
135 mm, F2.8,
Coll
telephoto lens
753-5322 after 4 p.m.

NEED CASH?
ACT RIGHT NOW!
CALL 753-8948
after 5 P.M.

You

13: For Sale or Trade
Sacrifice' 8x40 trailer house
lot, septic tank, well. One mile
from Kentucky Lake $2700 or
trade for pickup truck 4362516

Early Bird
Special

14. Want To Ettly

Scotts Turf
Builder at

silver
Buying
sterling
coins,
gold
sile•r,
literary.

Starks
Hardware
)ts

I 2•,,

753-6837.

5-Alit and
Wirehaired Fox Terrier.
reddish color, natural bob-tail
Missing in Lynn Grove area
around Watson and Protoumus
Road Was dragging chain not
wearing collar Goes by the
name Rusty Reward' Call 4354589

Mike.

Lost in the vicinity of Kroger s
or Elizabeth Halls parking
area engagement ring Has
round, stone with 2 green
stones on either side yellow
gold band Reviled' If found
call 767-4930, 159-1357 or
Campus Security'
Reward for information leading/
to the recovery of a 'large
Weimaraner 100 lbs silver col
or Call Lanch Adams 753
9819or 759-1623
.

6.11-elp_WanWd-

or

Immediate opening Posit'
available for dental medical
assistant
No experience
necessary Send resume to P 0
box 32M Murray KY
Models over 18 for television
photography trade shows
department stores fashion
promotions Call (212) 751
8173 from 12 to 5 PM for appointment 1156 Broadway.
N Y C Suite 5D-GRS advertising
Restawant help needed
Cypress Springs Restaurant
Call 436 5496 for appoint
ment

IFolease
Reconsider

1ir.lins7Opportuniq
Pacesetter Fashions offers a
beautiful lean, Top and Sportswear Shop for your very own
Select from over fifty brands Levi, Wrangler. Male Lee faded Glory and many more
$16 500 includes beginning inventory, fixtures and training
Open within 15 days Call
anytime for Mr Hartley at (214)
937-9876

Wanted
Permanent
housekeeper 3 days a week for
3 story home Salary open
Send resume and references to
P 0 Box 32N

Want to buy Junk cars,. Call
4148838 after 5 pm

Buying
Gold-Silver
Coins and Sterling
(We also allow 25 to I
exchange silver for
merrhond,,,e)

Vernon's
Western Store
Olympic Nora
Murray, Ky.
753-7113
, 9.9 Doily
Sunday

15. Articles Far Sale
Aluminum extension ladders
14 $3199, 16, $3899. 20'.
$54 99, 24'. $69 99, 28'.
$9499 32'. $13099 Wallin
Hardwarellns"
For sale 40 ft van load of used
office furniture, chairs desks
safes. 4 and 5 drawer file
cabinets, tables, fiberglass and
plexiglass Ross & Sons Salvage
Mdse.*, Inc . Martin. TN 38237
Phone (901) 587-2420 Open
Mon.-Fri 130 to 530, Sat
130 to 300
0

POOL
SALE!
New
1 x 25' deck
swimming pool with
filter. Only 5795.00.
Call collect 502-9664258. Ask for DEAN

Words cannot express our
deepest appreciation for all the cards, phone calls, flowers, food and
visits of sympathy from our
Christian friends. May God bless
each of you in a special way is our
prayer, as it was always his.
The Family of
Glenn Wooden

-NOTICE
THE 1979 PROPERTY TAX BOOKS FOR THE
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY WILL BE
CLOSED ON MARCH 31, 1980 IN
PREPARATION FOR PUBLICATION OF A
DELINQUENT TAX ROLL AND FILING OF LIENS
ON ALL REAL PROPERTIES LOCATED IN THE
CORPORATE CITY LIMITS AND CITY SCHOOL
DISTRICTS, 1 AND 3, WHICH HAVE OUTSTANDING TAXES DUE TO THE CITY OF
MURRAY
JO CRASS
CITY CLERK

BUYER WANTED

.10

AO

(Sponsored By Interested Individuals)

A local manufacturing concern in Northwestern Tennessee is currently accepting
applications for the position of buyer
Candidates should possess- purchasing experience including knowledge of MRO in
ventory and production control system Vendor Liaison maintenance repair; and milling
machinery. Degree preferred.
This growing fortune 500 Company offers
excellent salary and fringe benefits. Please
send resume and salary requirements in confidence to•
Tietruit Mg Manager P.O. Box 610
Paris, TN 38242
An 'Equal Opportunity Employer.
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15 kticles For Sale
For sale Alf compressors and
air conditioners Come by Dill's
Electric
Purple Martin houses 6 room
$2399.12 roam $3699. 18
room 549 99, 24 room,
$59 99 Wallin Hardware
Paris
Plastic pipe sale CPVC hot
water pipe, 41 x10' $1 60, '4
x10 $3 19 Schedule 40
plastic pipe, 1 17 x10 $3 29.
2. x10 $3 99 3 x10 $8 90
4' x10' $11 99 Wallin Hardware Paris

19-.Tarm Equipment
Forrest seed for sale Call 4354429
John Deere disc. 1911- double fold $6250: six 16- plows.
$3250, 6 row John Deere
cultivator $2000. 12. John
Deere chisel plow. $1850, 15'
cultivator, $3000, four scaffold
wagons. $250 each, 8 row
trailer type boom sprayer.
$800. 2 row Holland trailer
type tobacco setter. $1000
Call 489-2141 after 6 pm

4110
43. Real Estate

PRIME
IZATf
INFiAilON

epr
ol

43. Real Estate
Punkas & Filename
lasurassco &
Reel Estate

O.

ie C Our, SQUOl'e

FOR SALE
Ideal wooded building
site consisting of 3.18
acres and located in
Graves County 9 miles
Southwest of Mayfield
at intersection of Hwy.
45 and Bell Road. This
is a choice piece of
property and priced
very reasonably at
$5500, and owner will
finance.
Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753-1222 for more
information

Murray, Kriatocky
753-4451
Look us over before you look
around When you're ready to
buy a home you need a lot of
questions answered Like what
kind of financing is best?
Where are the schools? Shopping Centers7-What about the
paperwork that's usually involved> Get the jump on these and
other questions by calling Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
at 753-1492 We have lust this
kind of information that makes
your house hunting easier

46. Homes For Sale

Si-Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Country Estate Four miles east
of Hardin 4-way stop 20 wooded acres Four year old Baryawn Redwood and brick with
open beamed ceiling energy
efficient heat pump and wood
heater fully equipped kitchen
3 bedrooms 2 baths Call 3628064, 527-7161 of 362-8641

Concrete and block work Block
garages basements driveways
walks patios steps free
estimates Charles Barnett
753-5476

Nen s Lawnmower an,: corn
piete auto serviLe Overbv
Woad Shop 753 8696 horn,.
759-122 Fast serb:ce,

43. Auto. Services
Opel parts. Rally GI and Cadet
and repairs. Call 414-2325.
Two new Goodyear Suburbanite
snow tires with studs. mounted
on wheels Will fit Chevrolet
Camaro. 1968-69 Chevrolet
Size G 78x14. $90 Call 7532796

Carpet cleaning at reasonable
rates prompt and efficient ser
vice Customrtarpet Care 489
2774
cleaning
Carpet
free
estimates. satisfied references
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleaning. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753-5827.
Carpet and linoleum installed
Workmanship guarartteed one
year Call Ray McKinzie 4362124
Driveways white rocked and
graded Any size white rock or
pea gravel, one ton and up
Clifford Garrison 753-5429
Ed's Workshop Furniture repair
and refinishing, custom woodworking, finish carpentry
general maintenance (502)
354-6238
Guttering by Sears. Sears continous gutters installed per
your specifications Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates
Heating and plumbing, electrical appliance work, trailer
work. Call 753-0351.
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears. 7532310, for free estimates.
Jack's Blacktop Paving and
patching. Also seal coating.
Reasonable prices. Phone 7531537.

Licinsed Electrician and gas installation heating installation
and repairs Call 753-7203
Mobile home anchors roots
sealed and underpinning
Aluminum or fiberglass Also
patio awnings and carports
single or double Jack Glover
753-1873 after 6 pm
Mitchell
Blacktopping
driveways and small jobs a
speciality, also patching and
seal coating 753-1537
N & M painting and wall paper
ing 753-7337 or 437-4617
Painting Paper hanging Commercial or residential 25 years
experience Free estimates
759 1987

Steele buildings. All-steele
clear span, 30x48x12 $3195
40x48x16. $4995 40x12x16.
$6495 Also 50x96x16 $9595
FOR SALE
F 0 B Call 317-788-4581 col36" topper for short
lect. now
49. Used Cars
wheel base pickup.
32. Apts. For Rent
Tillers, 5 hp, chain drive Briggs 22. Musical
$100, call 753-5322
1972 AMC Gremlin, 6 cylinder
& Stratton engine $229.99
For sale Upright 'piano and One bedroom apartment
after 4 p.m.
automatic. good condition.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN
bench, and and old stereo Call Available April 1st Phone 753$850 Call 753-8124
9240
20-.-S-ports Equipment 753-7927
1977 Chrysler Cordoba, exRiding lawn mower. 8 hp 36 Men's Raleigh Grand-Prix 10- HAMMOND ORGAN Excellent Two bedroom, fully carpeted,
$17,000 is the reduced price, cellent condition. Call 753BUILDING LOTS
Will haul driveway white rock
cut excellent condition $300 speed racing-touring bike condition. Worth $600. will stove, refrigerator, disposer.
to settle estate, on a good solid 3546 after 8 pm.
and Ag lime, also have any type
We have listed several
153 0605
three bedroom house at 316 N
mint condition- $135 1 take best offer Need to sell' dishwasher, and washer and
of brown or white pea gravel
choice building lots,
dryer hookup. No pets. Security
6th It has new paint, new 1977 Oatsun 200 SX, good eonCall 753-0243
Also do backhoe work Call
Shot gals, rifles, pistols, 1978 901-642-8790
wooded and unwoodCall
759-4621.
dition.
$3500.
deposit required. Call 753storm windows, hardwood
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
Ford Van. 1971 Chevy station
Two of these lots
ed.
floors, partial carpeting. large 1976 Dodge 4-door. $900 Call
0504 after 5 pm.
24. Miscellaneous
wagon. Heating and air 22. Musical
753-6763
are in Riverwood Subliving room, large utility room 759-1367
conditioning business, parts, 1111•111111=11111111k. Feed one adult for $7.06 week- 34. Houses For Rent
division and owner
Will
do plumbing and heating
and 5 large closets. Call C.O.
supplies tools. Estate settlely, including 1 lb, meat, daily Three bedroom brick city
1972 Duster, good gas mileage,
Orgons
wants offer Also 2
repairs and remodeling around
Bondurant
Realty,
753-9954
or
ment /53-2226_after (4pm
choice of eight fresh vegetables school district $275 per mongood condition. Call 753-2864
choice wooded lots
SALE
the home Call 753-2211 or
753-3460.
after 5 pm.
and grains. Free details T L., th, security deposit Call 753east of Murray, 2
7.E‘3 9600
New
Whitney
16. Hon
Piano
-i- Fiirnishings
Owner financing available
Box 286. Hardin, KY 42048.
One Only
$968
1222
miles.
Phone
with
air,
in
Torino,
1973
Ford
Commodes While $39 99. colOlder home on large lot, city
Licensed Electrician.
Kopperud Realty, 7538 Foot pool table with ac- Three bedroom house, large kitors $54 99 Wallin Hardware
water, city gas, only 510.000. good condition. Will take best
New Kiinbal Organ
all
our
for
Real
1222,
Call
cessories
474-8835
offer.
Caft
767-4052.
24
Hour Service.
chen,
dining
room,
Paris
living
room,
Stall
One Only
Don't hesitate call Spann Real
Estate needs
utility
carpeted,
room.
Call
month
battery,
24
Lawn
mower
Free
Gran
1973
Estimates.
Ford
ty
Torino,
air,
Associates.
Call
753-7724
Kleeleal
Caosiele
New
Couch and breakfast set Call
guarantee $24 99 exchange 753-9240 Monday through FriNew.
good condition. Call 753-0651
153.5382 or 753-5422
Cox
Electric,
435.day.
SIS95
Prices Starr
Wallin Hardware, Paris
after 6 pm.
Call Century 21 Loretta lobs
4397.
STROUT REALTY, INC.
Furniture for sale Call Holiday
Lease
Or
For
Rent
36.
Realtors
about
our
VIP
month
Marine
batteries
1968 Ford Galaxy 500. 302
Referral
36
The
Inn 753-5986 between 9 AM
Ivy sad Ha..
Service., because changing
guarantee $34 99 exchange
engine. automatic, power steerAet rideinerit 2 Ae mahe wet
and 6 PM
FARMS-HONES
homes is enough trauma by
ing. power brakes, air, good
60 month guarantee $44 99
basements dry, work completeMini
Round walnut dinette set with
BUSINESSES
itself. In a word it's called adexchange Wallin Hardware
condition. 69.000 miles, $350.
ly guarenteed. Call or write
4 chairs extra
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
Warehouse
$40, 6 ft
justment. Moving from home to
Paris
Call 753-8124.
Morgan Construction Co
Kimball Music
PAINTING
PROPERTY
Christrm( yirt
combinahome
and
Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah
neighborhood
to
Storage
Space
Farm
electric
Residential,
horsepower
Seven
1971
Mark
Lincoln
Continental
Listings
needed)
Offices
tion st,‘":414id screen door,
Center
n ieghbor hood..
KY 42001 or call day or night
and Commercial
start. 36 inch cut, Massey
III. Loaded with equipment,
Coast to Coast Buyers from
For Rent
30x81, $10, power mower,
.
Spray, brush& roller
After
we
sell
your
1-442-7026
home,
we
Ferguson
mower
Everywhere
riding lawn
new tires, in good condition.
'Free' Catoglog
15 Yrs. Experience
$10 Call 753-7601
pride ourselves on knowing the
753-4758
Will
Phone 753-1859.
Call 1-354-6217 after 4 pm.
mow and trim yards. exStrout
Realty
RALPH WORLEY
neighborhood that awaits you
18. Sewing Machines 4111MILIIIIM11111111! Three hp 2 stage upright 60
II•noren Ilrehr
perienced an,c1 dependable
silver
1973
with
Monte
Carlo,
436-2353
elsewhere...The schools
Call 492-8556
For sale Sewing machine with New and used Baldwin piano gallon air compressor lust 37. Livestock-Supplies shopping facilities Now parks. 1912 Ciarihrrft, NI
753-0186
maroon vinyl top. Extra nice infor the Money Illy
Anytime
cabinet good condition 153- and organs, lonardo Piano Co., rebuilt with starter and hose
terior.
power,
Automatic
with
ingenioiis
part.
VIP
Referral
Standing at stud AQHA grey
9575
air. and AM-FM. Rides
across from the Post Office 200 lb WO $1150 Also stallion. Guaranteed live foal. may also find a buyer for your
fiberglass saturator gun $500 435-4481.
smoothly. Call days 753-1916
19. Farm Equipment Paris. TN
present home from another ciHome window cleaning, no job too large or small,
Hoffman's Nursery, 94 East
ty. then help that family adjust We're sold on your house or nights 753-6331. ask for
B Allis tractor for sale, ex- Repossesed piano, balance due
reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 759.1176
38. Pets-Supplies
759-4512
to' your neighborhood. Sound before we sell it...Our theory is Lisa.
cellent condition Call after 4 or monthly payments Also
simple.
We
take
the
time
to
day or night.
A A.A, dog'grooming, 12 years familiar? It's the same t'ing
pm 435-4331
practice -pianos 1 & B Music 26. TV-Radio
know your house, price it cor- New 1980 Corvette. 513300.
experience. $10. Call Goldie we do for you someplace elA. rectly,
753-0372
after
6
pm.
753-7575
and discover it's distinc_
Chain saw chains, 3/8 pitch
Brown, Lynn Grove, 435-4579. Call 753-1492 for helpful infortive features, Because we're 1975 Trans Am, priced for imfor 16' bar, $1025. 20". Save 25% on all new Wurlitzer Two repossesed 25- color t.v.s,
mation
on
this
service.
remote control. Take up small Basic and Advanced dog obesold on it, it's much easier to mediate sale. 753-2558.
$1199. 24 $1455 Wallin organs during March Beginn-,
NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
monthly payments Warranted. dience classes and private infind the right buyers and close
Hardware Paris TN
209 Wedowee Street
ing at only $400 J & B Music 1 & B Music, 753-7575.
Want
to
buy:
Small,
used
car
in
structions Also tracking and
the sale. Then we even save you
Dixieland Shopping Center
Closed All Day Wed.
HOURS:
OFFICE
NEW
the
$1000
range.
Need
1976 L Gleaner, 15'.• F C • bar, Murray
protection, training. All breeds
time after the sale by helping
27. Mobile Home Sales and
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
7:30-Noon
Monday-Friday
automatic
shift
and
air.
No
diesel, AC , 4 row corn header
ages from 2 months up.
with time-consuming paperPrice of
excellent, 531.000 1975 F Used console stereo. only $25 1972, 12x60, furnished 3 Professional instructor. 436work. It's all a matter of spen- cars over 10 years old, and no
bedroom.
Poi
bath,
air,
gas
console
stereo.
PRICE SHAVE 75`
repos'sesed
Also
HAIRCUT $1.25
Gleaner, 13', F.0 bar, excellent
2858.
ding our time wisely so it dealers please. Leave message
heat, carpeted, washer and
during
at
day
for
David
the
condition, air-conditioned. 'monthly. payments. 7511575
BOYD-MA1
S
doesn't waste yours. This is just
dryer. Call 901-642-3149. Pit Bull dogs, $150 for male.
$21.000 3300 John Deere. 23. Exterminating
REAL ESTATE
another reason you should call 753-9694.
$125 females (901)364-2402 Intel
Paris.
both headers, 1972 model,
753-8080
Century 21 Loretta Jobs 50. Used Trucks
-immumpimmair$13.500 1971 GKS Gleaner,
Double wide on two acres land, Tame baby rabbits for sale
Realtors today at 753-1492. 1979 CJ-7 2000 miles Call
-Professiynal Services
both headers. $12,000. 1973
$18.000 Owner will finance English spot, Grand. Champion
We're the Neighborhood Pro- 753-9240
With The Friendly Touchmodel FKS, 13. bean header,
Small down payment Call 489- stock Call 1-623-8350.
fessionals,
1979 Chevrolet 4x4. loaded
231 RIO tires, excellent condi
2248 after 5 pm
41:Public
Sale
REDUCED!!! LOOK
with extras, will sell cheap
tion. $15.500. Interest free
AGAIN
Extra nice 1971 Winco mobile
Call 435-4587.
financing. Phone 492-8425
Having a yard sale?
510 N. 5th - This unihome. 12x60. 2 bedrooms
Then
pickup
your
Massey Ferguson garden tiller
free
1965 Dodge pickup truck Call
large living room with
que 2 bedroom, 2 bath
yard sale signs from
Kelly's Termite
for sale Call 753-1980
753-6705 after 5 pit
fireplace, recently remodeled
home has many qualithe Gallery of Homes
354-6493
ty features - great
8 Post Control
MF-35 Massey Ferguson diesel
For sale: 1977 Chevrolet
office on Highway 641
room with fireplace,
pickup, as is. $1700 or best ofP
tractor, plows, discs and wood
14 1 4
28. Mob. Home Rents
N. in The Village Shopbrick floored dining
splitter Call 489-2705
fer.
Call 753-8162.
OWNER FINANCING
12x60 trailer for rent, Brandon
ping Center just
room, sun porch.
Ford F-250 4-wheel drive
1975
AVAILABLE
Dill, Dill's Trailer Court, 413
across from the
Potential business
Good condition. Phone 753Lovely home with over
Sycamore.
Boston Tea Party.
location for profes4548
3,000 sq. ft. of living
Nicely furnished three
sional office, shop, etc.
area, 3 baths, central
JOHN SMITH
51.
Campers
bedroom in Ricria Courts.
Priced to sell at
gas heat and central
165 month Call 759-4496
Got spring fever? Here's the
$34,900.00.
air. Fireplace in famiafterl pm
cure...go camping! See us for
ly room and in recreathat new camper or used unit.
12x60 Two bedroom, nice locaONCE IN A
tion room. Recently inComplete line. parts, and action Call 753-7516
BLUE MOON
sulated to T.V.A.
cessories. Discount prices.
A
27-acre
mini-firm,
30. Business Rental
specifications. Owner
White's Camper Sales. East 94
with a beautiful
753-7411
Emerson Electric Company is acWill finance at 12%.
Business or office space
Highway, Murray, KY, 753building
site,
15
tenAROUND THE TOE k
Phone Kopperud Realcepting applications each day at the
available for . rent or lease.
0605.
dable, 12 acres in
ty, 753-1222, for
Close to court square. Private
plant guard house. Permanent jobs
Real Estate
Truck camper sleeps four, also
young timber. In Lynn
courteous, competent
customer 'Parking. Call 7531969ford LTD. Call 753-2289
are now available. Machining exGrove
Area.
Lots
of
Choice
location
near
Carter
real estate service.
4109.
perience desired. Applicant must be
School and Murray State highway frontage. On52. Boats and Motors
ASSUMABLE LOAN
For rent: Commercial building, University. Three bedroom ly $25,000.
willing to work any.shift. Excellent
3 bedroom brick home
1972, 14 ft. Astroglass bass
approximately 20x20, ideal for brick home with 2 baths.
benefits and pay. An equal opboat: 1969. 85 hp Evrnrude
on corner lot just
office or small business. Call carpet, large fully equipped kit753-8080
portunity employer.
motor; trolling motor; depth
listed. Home has been
753-2.967 after 5 pm.
che, spacious family room and
finder; live bait well. Call 436well insulated and has
For rent on South 5th Street; a large utility room. Baseboard Extra neat home, lust finished
5494.
new water heater.
suite of offices, plumbing for heat, carport,' and seperate completely remodeling this 2
$28,000.00
is
Loan
of
Aluminum bass boat, motor
dental office, or can be used as garage. Chain linked fence bedroom home inside and out.
assumable at 11%.
trailer. depth finder, trolling
other offices. Contact La around well shaded back yard. Includes new plumbing fixNeat and clean.
motor, $1500. 753-4398.
Miller at 753-5595 after 5 pm. Can be yours for $38,500. Call tures throughout and new roof.
$40,900. Call about this
,Spann Realty Associates. 753- Great for anyone that wants
For sale: 1977 Harris, flote32. Apts. For Rent
one, 753-1222. Kop7724.
low utility s with the use o
bate. 28 ft. fully equipped with
Clean, deluxe apartment. 3
perud Realty is bring77 OMC 120 hp engine, bar
17 Acres of level land, Highway a new woodarning stove. Mid
bedrooms, family room.
ing the 1980's home to
and sink. Call 436-5380
1550. Call (703) 921-1403 $20's. CO Spann Realty
fireplace, central heat, air, US
you!
Associates, 753-7724.
after 6 pm.
1971 Glasstron GT 160 with
641 South. 492-8634.
Prove it to yourself, in your own home, how
125 hp Johnson Call days 75344 Lots For Sa.e
Duplex, 2 bedroom, quiet
4703 after 6 pm 759-1274
great
a Posturepedic morning can feel. No
residential neighborhood. Call
Lakeland house site. Spacious 1978 Hydro-sport 11'. trailer,
'Morning backache from sleeping on a too753-8096.
lake lot located at Lakeway 140 Mercury motor, twin depth
soft mattress. Buy the Posturepedic set. Try
Furrinshed or partly furnished
Shores with privately controlled finder, live
A FREE pair of $50.00 power play
bait well, built-in
it for 30 nights, 30 great ?nornings. If you're
apartment. Zimmerman Apartbeach and boat launch. Call
gas tank, and console steering.
speakers with the sale of a Craig
meat; South 16th, 753-6609.
753-3976
not
100% satisfied, we'll buy it back! Hurry
Call 753-9240.
stereo.
offer for a limited time only!
this
For rent: Two bedroom
Two lots, furnished mobile One man crappie boat. Great
home,
Baywood
subdiviapartment,
Vista
townhouse
all
from.
choose
Several models to
for bush ftshing. $100. 489SEALY POSTUREPEDIC
carpet, range, refrigerator,
sion. Call 1-901-799-3063.
2273.
disposer,
dishwasher,
washer
Install
We Service IL
45. Farms For Sale , 53. Services Offered
and dryer hookup, central heat
What We Sell
Small farm, tractor and equip- Carpentry service. Whatever
air.
Call
and
753-7550.
Also
ment included. Call 753-8846. your needs, old or new, quality $15
95Queen 2-piece set .. $379.95
9
For rent: One bedroom garden
BRICK
Corry Over Special On Tapes & LP's.(AN Week)
work. Call 753-0565.
King 3-piece set
. $529.95
Sale
46.
-Worr
ii
s-FOr
apartment,
carpeted,
range,
994
1 Rock Oldies But Goodies
Full each piece
refrigerator, disposer, private
owner
buy
from
Save
10%,
$2.99
Show off your grand1 Rock LP's
patio. Call 753-7550.
Lovely country home with new
children with Phojr
Reg. 9.98-4.99-8.98-5.99
elect, plumb, insulation, storm
For rent: Nice one bedroom
Jewelry.
kitdoors.
Large
windows
and
apartment. Call 753-3949
(Below The Top 2$)
CONTACT:
CARTER STUDIO
chen, large family room, living
Furnished apartment near
Don't Miss This Selo, Several Hundred To SO
304 Main
753-8298
room, utility room, 2 bedrooms
downtown Murray. Call 753paved Claytown
bath.
On
and
4109.
I, Inc. rd. (4 mdes E of Hazel). Nice 41
AA- 1.1117
AU 1177
.111.1..
remodelYome
Puryear, Tenn.
One bedroom, adjoining Univer
landscaping and drive. Priced ing
and
maintenance.
or Your Local Dealer for Details
sity, water furnished.. 5130
for immediate sale at $20,000. References. Guaranteed wort.
222 Se. 12th (In the roar)
2324u.w.flir
1303 Chestnut. Phone 753,
To see contact - Elton Hudson, Free estimates. Call 753-8948
208 Main
753-4834
3134.
498-8731.
or 753-2501 after 5 pm.
UMW." WKS 1141. •••••11

MINIMS

'

44) JtIP4

dders
9, 20
28
Wallin
f used
desks
r file
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8237
Open
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SPECIAL
OFFER
bn Seay Posturepedic.

NOTICE
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY

43.

Special SaleOn
Car Stereos
and Speakers

30 Night Trial Offer!

LAIRD BRICK CO., nc

REBATE

$CO0
Per Thousand
V
on all
invoiced
from March 1, 1980 to
May 31, 1980.

LAIRD BRICK CO

"World of Sound"

a

Thurman
Furniture
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Ford Introduces Bill To
Reduce Oil Consumption

Deaths and Funerals
Leslie D. Wright
Dies Here Sunday;
Funeral Is Today

R. 0. McLemore Is Funeral Services
Dead At Age Of 83; Held At Chapel
Funeral Wednesday For Mr. Milliken

1.es1ie Daniel Hot Shot
Wright of Dexter Route 1 died
Sunday afternoon at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 71 years of
.
age
Mr. Wright was a retired
mechanic and a former resident of Fulton. Born Aug. 5,
1908, in Fulton County, he was
the son of the late Charlie
Wright and Emma Oliver
Wright. He was a member of a
Baptist Church.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Geneva Burkeen Wright,
to whom he had been married
for 30 years:- One daughter.
Mrs. Clara Hopkins, Murray ;
one grandson, 'David
Childress, Fulton Route 1; one
sister, Mrs. Edna Greer,
South Fulton; one brother,
Albert Wright,Dexter.
The funeral is being held today at 2:30 p.m: at the chapel
of the Hombeak Funeral
Home, Fulton, with the Rev.
John' Weekley officiating.
Burial will follow in the Liberty Cemetery there.

Word has been received ot
the death of R. 0. McLemore.
brother of Oliver C.
McLemore, Sr., of Murray. A
resident of 733 Sonunoner
Avenue, Florence. Ala-, he
died at a hospital there on
Monday at the age of 83.
Mr. McLemore was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church at Florence,
Ala.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Beatrice McLemore, to
whom he had been married for
59 years; one daughter, Mrs.
Dorothy Fike, Florence. Ala.;
one granddaughter, Mrs. Debbie Hays, Denver, Colo.; two
sisters, Mrs. Louis Fuqua and
Mrs. Harvey Crymes, Rogervine, Ala.; two brothers,
Oliver, Sr., Of Murray and
Pollie McLemore, Rogerville,
Ala.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Morrison-Elkins
Funeral Home,Florence, Ala.
_Burial will follow in the
Florence Memorial Gardens.

The funeral for Frank
Milliken,Sr.,303 Smith Street,
Paris, Tenn.. was held Monday at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
the Williams and Rawls
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn.,
with the Rev. A. Taylor of
McKenzie, Tenn.,officiating.
Burial was in the Union
Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Milliken, Sr., 75. a
retired employee of the
Kentucky-Tennessee Clay
Company,died Thursday morning at the Henry County
General Hospital. Paris,
Tenn. He was a member of the
Union Grove Baptist Church.
Born March 2, 1905, in
Henry County, he. was the son
of the late Cal Milliken and
Melissa Littleton Milliken. His
wife, the former Matte I.
Byars, preceded him in death.
Survivors include three
Annie
daughters--Miss
Milliken, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Lorene Webb,Puryear. Tenn..
and Mrs. Mary S. Ellis,
Dresden, Tenn.; five sonsFrank, Jr., William H., and
Jimmy, Paris, Tenn.,
Carlester, Fort Bragg, N. C.,
and Earl, Fort Riley, Kan.;
two sisters, Mrs. Lucy Dumas,
Gleason, Tenn., and Mrs.
Lurline Keriley, Murray; 18
grandchildren' ; 18 great
grandchildren.

IA'.a.SHING ION AP -- Sen.
Wendell Ford, D-Ky., has introduced a bill that would
reduce electric utility oil consumption one-third by 1990.
Ford, who was joined by
Sen Walter D. Huddleston,
Ky.
:and 10 other senators in
sponsoring the legislation,
said Monday Senate Energy
Committee hearings would
begin in April. He said the proirsal would be given top
priority on the Senate calen.dar.
Ford said the measure
would cut utility use of oil and
natural gas by one million barrels per day by 1990 through a
twophased program that emphasizes the conversion of oilburning power plants to coal.
The Kentucky senator said
the first phaslr- of the legislation would preclude specific
coal-capable facilities now usinc oil from further use of that

Services Slated
Wednesday For
Newspaperman Brock

the ban would become
ettei7tive 90 days after enacti: alit unless an exemption reis filed within that time
fi.aine.
Hie second phase would
ciablish a timetable for those
utilities not required to con% crt immediately to coal to
(le% elan a fuel displacement
plan that can be in place by
1990
Phase two would encoarage
arid mandate conservation by -forcing partkipating utilities
to choose the most costeffective means of reducing
consumption of oil and natural
Die Energy Department
hio listed a total of 107 power
piants at 50 generating stall,.:15 that are capable of conerting and those sites,
ated in 16 states, are identti ,cti in the legislation.
I $3.6 billion federal grant
.ei,istance program would be
-c: tiled to help cover capital
,ts associated with conver-

un a related matter, HodWeston was told Monday that
the Defense Department has
been reluctant to move agrcssively on a program to
c,,nvert installations from oil
iir as to coal.
George Marienthal, a depuassistant defense secretary.
sant the high costs of such con,
- ,rslon would interfere with
t 1‘.- Defense Department's
missiun.

State Has Rich Primary

New Yorkers Vote
By WALTER R. NtEARS
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK (AP) - New Yorkers
voted today in one of the nation's
richest presidential primaries, with
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy claiming he
might finally gain an upset over President Carter - but vowing that defeat
would not end his challenge for the
Democratic nomination.
Ronald Reagan held the Republican
lead in New York even before the votes
were counted as he competed there and
in the Connecticut primary with former
U.N. Ambassador George Bush.
Bush campaigned hard in Connecticut, where he spent his boyhood, in an
effort to cut into Reagan's command of
the GOP race.
Carter and Kennedy also . were matched in Connecticut, but their real battleground was New York,a primary the
challenger had described as a referendum on the course of the Democratic
Party.
New York Democrats were assigning
282 nominating votes, apportioned on
the basis of the popular vote shares in
each of 39 congressional districts. Only
California, with 306 delegates, has more
say at the convention, and its primary
is more than two months away.
A poll Monday in the New York Daily
News showed Carter the preferred candidate by a narrowed but still hefty
margin. "I don't think we're going to
win, but I don't think we're going to lose
by 20 points, either," said Toni
SouthwicK, spokesman for the
Massachusetts senator. That was
Carter's margin in the Louis Harris
survey.
New York Republicans voted on a

mystery ballot, which listed delegate
candidates but not their nomination
preferences. New York will have 123
votes at the GOP convention, 117
elected today and six others chosen by a
state convention.
Reagan supporters won 34 convention
seats without opposition; Thirty-four
unopposed candidates were,uncommitted,and 1 was for Bush.
There were 38 known Reagan supporters in contested races and 35 Bush
advocates. The others were unconunitted or at least weren't saying.

Bills...
i Continued from Page 1
be acceptable to all sides.
He offered the 59th amendment,
which by a quirk of parliamentary procedure would have scuttled the other 58
amendments, and almost won the day
- - winding up one vote short of approval.
Then Clapp successfully obtained a
delay in considering the entire
measure, which gave the administration second wind for a probable effort
Tuesday.
A host of the 1978 session, the bill to
allow the use of Laetrile by terminallyill cancer patients, also was approved
by the House Monday and sent to the
Senate.
"We expect the Senate to address the
issue like the'House has done," said
Rep. Ron Cyrus, D-Greenup, the sponsor, who became interested,in the issue
When his late father became ill with
cancer.

CO‘'INGTON, tti) API Services for Ira Brock, whose
40-year newspaper career
spanned many cities, will be
held Wednesday. He died Sunday at the age of 60.
Born in Owensboro, Ky.,
Brock went to college on football scholarships to
Washington & Lee and West
FRANKFORT, Ky. i-AP)- Equitable's customers will
The state Energy Regulatory ,pay $3.10 a month for the first
Texas. He rejected an offer to
play professionally to accept
Commission has approved an 2,000 cubic feet of gas. Arrate
EXHIBIT
his first newspaper job at Proincrease in natural gas rates of$1.52 per 1,000 cubic feet wi
,
,maim anew,maw, 1:1:13
1410
An exhibition in drawing by
charged by the Equitable Gas be charged for the next 18,000
vidence, R.I.
Co. of Pittsburgh. The com- cubic feet.
He worked on dailies in New Richard J. Mjos will be in
1
pany has customers in parts of
York City Chicago; Mem- Eagle Gallery on the Murray
phis, Tenn.: Toledo, Ohio; State University campus on
eastern Kentucky.
The minimum monthly bill
Pensacola, Fla.; and Cincin- March 27' through April 9.
Under the rate hike, will remain $1.80.
111
nati.
GALVESTON. Texas 1AP
BASEBALL
- He was a featured coluMnist
The
Murray
State - A 21.-year-old drifter has
at the Toledo Blade for 10 University Racer baseball 'been charged with attempted
Recent Developments in the years. an assistant city editor
team will play Akron at 2 p.m. capital murder and agMid-East will be the subject at The Cincinnati Enquirer
gravated kidnapping in the abon Reagan. Field at Murray
for this Wednesday's United and a columnist at Pensacola.
duction of an 8-year-old girl
State on Wednesday, March
Campus Ministry luncheon. He returned here to complete
who survived-a. 13-hour burial
New 1980 Model Caprice Wagon
Farouk
Umar, a book shortly before his
Dr.
under
a pile of rocks.
opened its door on U.S. 45 in Hickory, Ky Because of
Professor of Political Science death.
Diesel
,
engine (E.P• A of 21 m.p g.) Air conditioning, 2
Justice of the Peace Phil
the friendship made over the years and because of tibe
, tone paint, power steering power brakes
at Murray State, is the
Survivors include his wife, a
Honey
Monday
set
bond
at
,
:rra:-Sca:.
Market News Servtct
enjoyment we received in welcoming you and tryirtrito
speaker for this week's daughter, a son, a stepson and
$100.000 for Jeffery Stephen
Only $9200.00
make you feel at home it is difficult to soy
-i-aeky Purchase Area Hog Market
program. Dr. Umar, a native a brother.
Goldberg.
•
,rt Indudes6 Birring Stations
A .1 (,. L, ne GM Pof.
of I Iraq, and a graduate of
• ,ipts 4.1 709 F.st SOO Barrows k
The girl's name has been
+X.: eiowerSows2 00-2.00 loiter
Southern Illinois University,
I
withheld. But police reports
• • :•2.00-230 Ills KW 00-30 50few 31.00
Continuous
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said she disappeared Wednessarvicli MDR GOA
$297-3025
Protection
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State
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at
the-faculty
Murray
71:
121
75-29
In 1979, we moved Casa •Mia, Western Ken-,
day after going to play on the
Plan
511-746 Ito
1970.
since
beach, and was found 13 hours 1
tucky's, first and only authentic Italian Restaurant to
i
I.'S 1-1
:7.74.3S0
Dr. Umar tsr a frequent
SZ5 00-26 00
',t,nc.
Later buried alive under a pile
the Dipolmat Ina_ in Paducah. Ky. It is from this
17i1 • 300-4f/011.6
$24 00.2600
speaker
groups
guest
to
civic
Faculty
Trio
The
at
Piano
US:- ' 450.30)
of rocks. Some of the rocks 1 641 South
location that Cosa Mia will close Saturday. March 29.
126 00.2700
753-2617
in the area and has recently Murray State University will us ott-65' 0 tr,
127 00-213.00
weighed as much as 40
1980.
US
'.11,110011,.
1Z2 00-24 00
led several study programs in play music by four composers Boar- a.-211
pounds;authorities said.
A special thanks to all who helped to make Cosa Mia
local churches on Mid-East ma recital to be presented on
a success over the years
PEANUTS
affairs.
the campus on Tuesday,
IF YOU'RE UNUSUALLY
ALL YOU WANT TO DO
SOMETiMES,WHEN YOU'RE
The luncheons are held each March 25.
SOMETIMES T1-115 CAN
Betty Elizabeth Puckett
DEPRESSED,
YOU MAY
15 LEAN YOUR NEAP
Wednesday from 12:30 to 1:20
To begin at 8:15 p.m. in the DEN ••55E1) ALL YOU WANT
Owner, Operator, Chef
60 ON FOR I-IOUR5
HAVE
TO
CHANGE
ARMS
Ordway
of
Farrell
room
p.m.
101
Recital
in
Hall
of the
ON YOUR ARM,AND
TO JO is NOTHING
K.C. Puckett
$1.25.
meal
Cost
Price
is
of
Hall.
the
Doyle
Fine
Arts
Center,
STARE INTO SPACE
Chef
For more information call 753- the program includes "Trio
3531.
in Nine Short Movements"
by. Henry Cowell, "Nocturne
in E-Flat Major, Op. 148" by
Schubert,
and
three
movements each from "Trio
Open Till 8:00 P.M.
We Except
.1111111111111rnm
in C Major, K. 548" by Mozart
Mon. Thru. Fri.
Visa & Master Charge
and -'.:Second Trio, Op. 76" by NANCY
SOMETHING
WHAT ARE.
BOY, 'II
Joaquin Turina.
THOSE
.
FROGS
'DR A
LEGS
E
SURE
YOU
LAYAWAY AVAILABLE
Members
of
the Faculty
Phone 753-3642
WERE DELICIOUS.
LOVE
L0C I NI&
Piano Trio are Robert
JUMPY
AUNT FRITZ!--MAY
FOR
FRO GS
Gillespie, violin, Neale B.
I HAVE SOME
Mason, violoncello, and Dr.
LEGS
James McKeever, piano.
MORE
Sponsored by the Department of Music and College of
3801-M Latex 3300 Latex Enamel Creative Expression, the
recital is open to the public at
no admission charge.

Commission Approves
Natural Gas Rate Hike

Drifter Charged
In Live Burial
Of 8-Year-Old Girl

Developments In
Mid-East To Be
UCM Lunch Topic
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Hog Market
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MSU Faculty Piano
Trio To Present
Recital Tuesday
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Come In And Check Our Gift Line
PAINT SALE
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Local Woman
Lodged In Jail
Following Arrest
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Worth $1.00 Off $10.00
075Per Gal
Purhcase Of Hy-Klas Paints $0

1 11 95Per Gal
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10% Off All Vinyl Floors
Armstrong-Congoleum-Mannington-GAF
We Measure For You-We Do Install

All First Quality Carpet
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Custom Spreads
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Plush Carpet

9 A'‘.1

S6.50 Per Sq. Yd.-$7.50 Per Sq. Yd.

-S12.0ff'Per Sq. Yd.All Price Ranges Very Beautiful Patterns
Come In And Check

h'klo ;

BEETLE BAILEY
I THOUGHT
SAW SOME
STRANGE

r

Paula Joyce Owen, 19, was
lodged in the Calloway County
Jail Monday on two counts of
second-degree forgery and
one count of theft under $100,
according to a Murray Police
Department spokesman.
Owen's bond was set at
$1,000,the spokesman added.
Charges stem from Owen
forging checks at several area 111.0NDIE
businesses, the spokesman
said.
Owen was arrested late-Monday afternoon by police
department authorities.
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.
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PHANTOM
I'VE A R4210TELEPHONE
TRANSMISSION
FOR DIANA

PALMER-WALKER.

OH,YO!
JUST A
MOMENT,
PLEASE.
DANA.

DIANA..ARE YOU AND
THE BABIES ALRIGHT?
WHAT'S HAPPENED Z

fi

